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PART I

to the national
have full-time jobs compared
unity's mothers
part-time jobs .
208 and an additional 168 have
of less than

BEGINNINGS
I .I

The Cockburn

Community

The coastal
plain
immediately
Australia
south of
has been
the Swan
known since
River i n Western
Sound Land
the first
District .
settlement
Part of
as the
the
coincides with
Cockbp
northern half
today's town
of the
of
Hill (about
District
Cockbuie
.
8km South
The suburb
east of
of Hamilton
which be
Fremant )
began around
dates
1900 .
back to a
settle
meal
Today the
Cockburn
District is
the Perth
one of
the fastest
Metropolitan
growing areas in
Region
and
fully
will
developed in
be the
t he
earliest divi s ion
The coastal
expansion
sion to
along the
strip is
south west
not very
station,
corridor
pleasant .
.
tanneries, meat
There you
and fish
find the pow
Further
er
Processing
ssing
inland
nd is an
plants and
improvement
the face
the like .
as market
°f advancing
gardens
light
maintain a
°n a hill
industry
hold io
and housing
which looks
. The
out towards
high
east, three
the smoke
school is
lies close
in the west
at hand
bu t°
Wattle and
an expanse
t
the
Blackbt
of scrub
patched with
country of
is spacious
a chain
Coastal
and attractive
of lakes
.
.
The school's
Sltpl

We surveyed
170
students from
about their
years 8
and 10 and
parents' o
one question
ccupations .
state
was
averages,
Compared to
the Western
Hamilton's results
low income
Australian
end of the
shifted
towards the
spectrum .
well with
unskilled,
sample
earlier
our sample results
studies,
tallied
although there
recent
quite
increase in
appears to
the number
have been
c ategories
of Parents
a
.
in the
Because of
the
professional'
results we
similarity
will use
between ours
the earlier,
and earlier
Hamilton's
more extensive
parent and
data
student
to describe
characteristics
.
In the
school's
community,
less than
formal
training as
10 % hold
compared with
requiring
the estate .
About 308
of

jobs too and in table
Hamilton students have part-time
,f the
More than half of the
to the nearest 58 .
;ndicate the extent,
and twelve hours
part-time do so for between six
is who work
ek .

Girls

Year 11

Year 12
(T .A .E .)

508

608
408

Boys

TABLE 1
Percentage of students

in part-time work

from one parent families and
108 of Hamilton students are
.
families have three or more children
f.about 708 of Hamilton
Around

'

(around
of Australian born parents
Hamilton has a lower percentage
Of the non-Anglo parents,
average (around 808) .
408) than the national
A language
128 were born in Yugolsavia .
138 were born in Italy and
the homes of 188 of Hamilton's
other than English is spoken in
some of
over 20 Aboriginal children,
students . Hamilton also has
in the northern
different cultural background
whom come from a quite
part of Western Australia .
is likely
results in a situation where there
Adding all this together
Included
.
incidence of certain problems
to be a higher than usual
parentlanguage ; difficulty with
are difficulty with the English
their children ;
low parental aspirations for
school communications ;
parental
increased
future occupation ;
low student aspirations for
outlook on the
provide income ; a restricted
pressure for children to
and ability
society ; insufficient parent time
aspirations of women in
social
and
school work ; paucity of cultural
to help children with
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experiences and of learning resources and conditions
in the home ;
emotional disturbances ; health problems ;
absenteeism ; behaviour
problems ; low self-esteem ; and others which
derive from these .

On account of the substantial proportion
of its students who come
from low income homes ; Hamilton Senior High
was declared a
'disadvantaged school' under a Federal program
funded through the
Schools Commission's 'Priority Schools'
program.
This has meant
an additional annual funding of nearly
$30 000 which has partly been
used to employ a curriculum resource
person .

1 .2

The First Seven Years of Hamilton Senior
H igh
The design of the new Hamilton Senior
High School reflected the
beliefs and trends of the times .
Selective entry to high schools
no longer applied .
They were open to all and were
therefore to cater
for students with diverse
backgrounds and talents .
Each school was
to cater for over 1 000 students
and the design was influenced by the
practise of streaming students into major
categories such as 'academic',
'technical' and 'commercial' .
Little mobility occurred between
streams and where it did, it was
mainly from academic 'downwards' .
External examinations dominated
curriculum and led to a rather
narrow definition of academic performance
and personal competence .
Classes operated within the framework
of traditional, 40-minute
timetables . There was emphasis on teacher
direction, discipline,

subject orientation and mastery of
content.
By the 1970's, the
gross streaming into academic, commercial
and technical had given
way to a core plus options approach
with setting or streaming within
the core subjects into 'basic', 'intermediate'
and 'advanced' .
Hamilton High seems to have got away to
a reasonably good start .
Small numbers, a new venture and
a competent staff contributed to
"a well run, fairly happy school with a
good school spirit" as a
teacher of that time remembered .
The numbers rose rapidly .
By the
late 60's, the 1 000 mark was reached
and numbers peaked at 1 350
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there came an increase in
With the increase in numbers
in the time-honoured manner .
problems and these were dealt with
school uniform, she would be in
If a girl didn't have complete
The cane was
his hair too long .
trouble, as would a boy who grew
offenders
queue
of
nearly always a
used frequently and there was
door .
outside the male deputy principal's
in 1971 .

tenwiovu . We bnequentThe schoot was a tough schooe with cowtinuat
From one point ob view
10et~oAe here .
ty had the Po2i.ce and Soeiat
Ig
was fixed and clean .
it waz easieh Eon wta66 because disci.pP,ine
was
cut
It
was meted out .
lids did 6ometh,ing wrong, the punishment
wa,6
administnati.on
the
boss, and
and dried . The teaeheA was the
geared to wuppo4ting that .
rather
the school corresponded to a
The first five to ten years of
students
to
increasing tendency for
turbulent period with an
The kids were tough and the school
challenge the establishment .
at
Newcomers to the staff were unhappy
gained a bad reputation .
.
reality
often quite frightened at the
the thought of coming, and
was
fighting at break times . Alcohol
We had reports of frequent
such
were
generally
and conditions
brought onto the school premises
The
apprehensive about going on duty .
that some teachers were
housing
in problems came from a state
students who were most involved
a
new
study
By the time of the case
area at nearby Coolbellup .
the Coolbellup contingent .
school at North Lake had collected
tendency for
the fact that there was a
Despite the problems, and
to
best classes, and for new arrivals
established staff to get the
staff
excellent
respondents reported an
get the rough ones, all our
"sociable", "supportive"
"competent",
"Good mixing",
situation .
were some of the terms used .

it all up
later in the report, summed
Dick Maisey, who we will meet
this way :-

any other wchoot in a wimitrm area .
It was pnobabty no wou e than
tough,
eohe6ion among sta66 then . The hills wehe
TheAe uxu a bo
but they were wont ob Eihabke
thehe are no two ways about that,
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-tough .

Be6one I keatned betteh, I
wad caning " at that
stage
because that wad the way at
was .
Ib you caught a kid
thing wrong,
doing domethey deemed to accept that
they had to get punished,
waz
a pa&t ob the game . They were tough,
it
hand hits, but they
weren't matieioud . The
dehoot wad under contnot .
It wad a good,
tnad4tionai dta64 . Lots
06 hi.dd weren't getting a dend
.ibte
education but it wasn't a
btackbooAd fungte by any
means
. It was
!mot an tinappnoptiate dchoot .

1 .3

Enter Frank Usher .

Dia nosis of an

'Inappropriate' School

Frank Usher was appointed
by the Education
Department to be
at Hamilton starting
principal
in 1971 .
There was no
special logic to it .
the normal Way of
In
promotions and transfers,
Frank just happened
be plopped into
to
Hamilton . He had worked
his way through
fourteen
years of primary schools
and country 'district'
(combined
primary
and secondary) schools
and was due for a big
one back in Perth .
As it happened,
Frank had little faith
in large secondary
schools
and was all prepared
to knock one down
and rebuild it . His
first
interest in alternative
approaches to secondary
schooling was
triggered by an article
in the Perth Daily News
in the late forties,
before he joined the
Education Department .
The article reported
the
retirement of the headmaster
of a large Perth
secondary school . What
alerted Frank was what
the principal did
not say.
There was nothing
there about a fulfilled
life .
Instead, a broadside
about high
schools and what
unfortunate places they
were, how vacuum-like
and
impersonal, and that they
were generating
problems rather than
solving them .
The years in primary
schools and in the
bush reinforced and
helped
develop Frank's humanist
position . Continued
reading and study gave
him ideas about how to
organize and manage a
school to achieve his
ideals .
Frank wanted to
increase the recognition
of interpersonal
relationships to at least
equal status with the
three R's .
He
believed that schooling
should be an enjoyable
experience ; that
dealings with children
should be sympathetic
and humane, and
that

nature of
the needs of students, the
curriculum should reflect
.
society and the wishes of parents
visited the
to Hamilton, Frank Usher
Just before his appointment
in the
years after the article
school and found that fifteen
followed
had changed . His visit closely
Daily News, nothing much
About 40 boys
Hamilton in the headlines .
an incident that put
press
. Questions
was taken up by the
were caned and the matter
for Frank
. The mass caning highlighted
were asked in parliament
education
of stated aims of secondary
the gulf between the rhetoric
schools .
and the reality in the

Frank Usher
at Hamilton Senior High,
In his first year, 1971,
join him in
at what was happening, to
encouraged the staff to look
in the
the symptoms of disease
questioning it, and identifying
Among
them were
.
Symptoms were not hard to find
social. organism .
estrangement
interpersonal tensions,
disruptive student cliques,
sometimes
hostility sometimes covert,
between staff and students 
apathy,
general
and vandalism and a
overt expressed in fighting
offer, and
to whatever teachers had to
a sense of indifference
high absenteeism.
alienation
formed a syndrome called
Taken together, the symptoms
of Hamilton's
least
308
estimated that at
and, in 1971, Frank Usher
and all it stood
.
They rejected the school
students were alienated
treatto treat the symptoms and the
The school's reaction was
for .
punitive .
ments were essentially

syndrome and
was to go back behind the
What Frank wanted to do
idea of
eliminate them . He had a good
identify the causes and
1971 he was able
secondary system and in
the causes embedded in the
A summary of the main
peculiar to Hamilton .
to add some which were
follows :
points of the diagnosis

students in 1971)
(there were over 1 300
The sheer size of the school
curricula led to the
nature of secondary
and the subject-centred
administrative
educational principles for
sacrifice of moral and
department
organisational unit was the subject
expediency . The main
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or faculty with each teacher responsible for teaching a subject to

an inadequate administrative procedure within the school for dealing

up to 200 students .

with problems ; an emphasis on written work which disadvantaged the

Simpte obaeAvation, atong with the ti.teJCatulle on alienation, convinced
me that the 6acuity oAganisaton is in no way adequate to deaf with
the ptoblemd o6 today, let atone the pcobtemh o6 tomo"ow oA the day
a6teA . The pcacti.ce o6 htudenth penegtinat%ng cvLound the schoot,

substantial minority of students from homes in which English was not
spoken and this was but one example of the general failure to cater
for individual differences .
We could go on reporting the diagnosis.

One way of pulling it

getting 6o&ty minute 'ahota' o6 what each group has to o64eA, with no
co-ondination, integAation on co-opvcat%on and hence no nein6oncement,

militated against students and teachers in the school being acknow-

.i.6 too bad to contemptate with equanimity .

ledged and respected as persons .

Another aspect of the faculty organisation was that, within the large

This was the Usher diagnosis .

school community,

there was no effective structure to enable a student

to relate to or identify with a small,

stable and caring group .

together

is to say that all of the identified causes together

relevance of its content,

Apart from the interest and

pause a moment to reflect that such a

diagnosis was made and documented as an open basis for discussion

Teachers who were concerned about student welfare had no organisational

within the school and as a basis for planned change .

support .

activity does not always precede changes in schools .

Pastoral care was incidental rather than deliberate .

One of the major systemic problems was the streaming of lower school
students .

This had unfortunate consequences .

'Students working at

Talking to Frank Usher over a thousand odd miles of telephone in 1980
left an impression of a quiet,

the Basic level' was abbreviated to 'Basic students' by staff and

statesman .

students and once classified this way, the student was a 'failure'

this turned out to be true .

and this was reinforced by innappropriate curriculum .

This also

This kind of

jeans,

serious, well read, articulate elder

A man with a presence .

Well, on further acquaintance all

But the tall, fit, youthful person in

emblazened T-shirt and joggers who strode into view at Adelaide

tended to group together the most disaffected students who found

airport one day gave the rest of the image a bit of a jolt .

strength in numbers and thus strengthened their reactions to the

greetings we got down to business .

system .

the eastern parklands for Frank's early morning several-mile runs

After

Like planning the route through

during his stay in Adelaide .
Another problem was that teachers and students were enmeshed in
relationships of dependence ; teachers with administrators and the

We soon learnt that Frank Usher does not do things by halves .

department, and students with teachers .

took up running (running, not jogging)

Frank Usher's belief was

He

late in life when his weight

(and still is) that well-reasoned debate and dissent rather than

and general condition were getting out of hand and before long was

mindless compliance, should characterise a school like Hamilton .

doing quite well in senior distance events at athletic meetings .

The suppression of dissent and restriction of democratic procedures

thinks nothing of running about 25 km to school in the morning .

increased alienation of students, denied them the right to live with

Likewise he learnt to fly aeroplanes and still flies regularly .

their own mistakes and produced a comparable set of debilitations for

Frank reads a great deal more than most school principals and has

staff .

the ability to store away in his memory research findings, facts
and figures and to use them at appropriate times in discussion,

There were other causes which were revealed and expounded upon, among
them being the department's appointments and promotions system ;

with fluency and conviction .

He
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Hamilton High was not going to be done by
halves either .
"I
perceived that the situation would
have to change", said Frank
speaking of 1971 .
But he knew that the diagnosis,
while shared by
many of the staff who helped in its
clarification, was not agreed by
all .
Some teachers did not see a problem
at all .
'Real life is
tough and oppressive' they argued .
Others believed that the trouble
was with the students and that
it was not the fault of the school .
The cause lay in the student's home
environments and it was up to the
parents .
So the change would not be a
top-down, big-bang job .
It would
require a well planned and executed
process of change and Frank had
thought that through as well .
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PART 2
CHANGES

2 .1

.

HAMILTON 1971 TO 1981

Lead Time
In the first six months of 1971, Frank Usher had completed a diagnosis

of the ills of Hamilton High, realised that, generally speaking, the
staff were not particularly dissatisfied and that he would have to

create the dissatisfaction ; and he had identified some key supportive
people in the school . Two of these people stood out as having a deep
concern for education, enquiring minds and a substantial background
One was a fairly blunt,
of theoretical educational knowledge .

argumentative Australian, the other a quiet, diplomatic, persuasive
Englishman . Both had energy to spare, obvious leader appeal to their
peers,

and got on well together .

Norm Hyde arrived at Hamilton in August 1970, one term before
Frank Usher .
He had just arrived from England where most of his
experience was as a senior science teacher in a grammar school .

For

someone who had never used corporal punishment in his teaching career,
nature
the mass caning incident at Hamilton, and the general punitive
of the place came as a shock .

The prescriptive nature of the Western

Australian curriculum and the necessity to press on despite lack of
student mastery added to his concern .

But behind the outwardly robust

regimen, Norm found Hamilton to be a surprisingly pleasant place .
Norm brought from England a strong awareness of the problems of size .

Before he left, his grammar school had amalgamated with a secondary
.
modern to produce a new comprehensive school of around 2 500 students

Anonymity of students, fragmentation of subjects and teachers, remote-

ness of administration and failure to recognise and care for individuals
problems
were among the problems and it was apparent to Norm that similar
were thriving at Hamilton .

When I met Fnanh Usher it seemed that he was saying the son" o4 things
I wowed tike to have said . TheAe was good tappoLt between uA bnom the
beginning .
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Dick Maisey started his teaching career as a primary teacher in Western

and pastoral care and a non-punitive, stress free learning

Australia, moved to district schools and ended up teaching secondary

environment with heterogeneous grouping .

science and maths .

At one of the district schools the principal was

Increased partic ipation by students, teachers and parents

Frank Usher, but it was just chance that they ended up together again
at Hamilton .

In fact, Dick arrived three years before Frank .

During

Students would have more say in personal and academic decisions

that time he wrote a minor thesis for a teacher's higher certificate
on, would you believe,

reference to sub-schools .

responsibility and power .

Dick had read much of the American

More relevant curriculum

Ab a cias,6room 6cience -teacher I u'ab in a 6aihiy powmiebh pobition,
but when Frank WheA came and b-tahted to put hi,6 ideou oxound, 1
reatihed three wab an opportunity to get up and do aome.thing .
Frank Usher believed that a necessary condition for change was that a
substantial majority of staff would come to believe in the objectives
In

particular, he was aiming at decisions for change by about July 1972,
eighteen months after he arrived at the school .

Parents would be encouraged to

contribute in many ways .

literature on house plans and the like .

and ideas which he was pushing and that this would take time .

Teachers would have increased

in a supportive atmosphere .

the organization of schools with particular

Increased flexibility and more concern

was to be shown for

learning relative to life .
Implicit in all this was the need for a new kind of structure which
would better enable it all to happen .

So the lead time was used to

achieve the following :

This would leave six

to bring teachers into the decision making process and increase

months for detailed planning for implementation at the start of 1973 .

their participation

This lead time Frank thought to be necessary not so much on account

to convince teachers to the extent that there would be a clear

of his ideas being radical .

majority for changes proposed in July 72

They were not really, and in fact were

in step with several major department reports of the day .

Rather, it

was because of the gap between the beliefs and practices of Hamilton
1971 and where he wanted to end up .

Frank wanted time to explain,

satisfy objections and to win people over .

to

proposed in July 1972, they would require a two-thirds majority of

to gain support from the Department
to gain support from parents

But he gave the staff an

assurance that whatever the nature of the fundamental changes to be
staff vote to be activated .

e

o

to clarify the nature of proposed changes and in particular

the

new structure to be adopted .

If this was not achieved, he would

postpone it for a year and try again .

We will look at these five task areas in turn .

By mid 1971 Frank Usher had decided in his mind that sub-schooling

The part of the package that Frank did implement during the lead time

was the desirable structure to support the package of reform that
he was arguing for .

The package has been summarised as follows :

Improved climate and process for student learning
Emphasis here was to be on improved interpersonal relationships

was to involve teachers more in decision making and in accepting
responsibility .

At the formal level,

a Finance Committee, a Staff

by
Council and a Curriculum Committee were established, all elected
staff without the requirement to have senior staff representation .
At the informal level, Frank started to send decisions which had
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traditionally floated up to the principal or deputies, back to where
he felt the responsibility lay and forced people to decide for
themselves .

pat the kids' thumbs in vices bon good measure .

One immediate and continuing effect of

'uncorking' teachers was to create
a climate of initiative and action and particularly over the years
of
change, from 1971 to 1975, a sense of excitement . The new management
style enabled things to happen .
did not stop at the usual,

The Finance Committee, for instance,

basic, book-keeping tasks .
It raised money
to build the school's swimming pool and enclosure by issuing debentures
to the public, and bought and garaged two buses .
It took initiatives
in providing quality support materials for teachers .

The Staff Council played an increasingly important role in the change
process .

General staff meetings could be convened either by the

principal or by the Staff Council and in the second case, the principal
could only attend on invitation .
This meant that staff could talk out
their concerns which were later conveyed to Frank Usher by the Staff
Council chairman .

From 1973 Staff Council contributed a great deal to

the procedures and ground rules .

For instance it became responsible for conducting the elections for

sub-school heads and this involved teachers electing their peers to
senior status in definace of all union and department policies and
precedents .

I woutd point out how many eountAi s in the wo&td had done away with
conpoaat punishment in sehoots and I would ash them why they didn't

This point may not create too much thought today, but it

was heady stuff back

in the '70's .

The initiatives were not just with committees .

Individuals were shaking
out their tail feathers and moving on such fronts as alternative upper
school courses, work experience and science curriculum .

it informally, in the school staff room, at social

gatherings, at the local pub on Friday afternoons and at other, perhaps
unlikely, places .
It was mostly done by Dick Maisey and Norm Hyde
initially but later by a growing number of 'onside'

teachers .

Frank

was active too in talking with small groups and individuals, with
well
prepared arguments and good sense.
When opportunities arose he would

analyse unfortunate situations and point out how they could
be overcome .

Corporal punishment provides an example :

Talk of

there
heterogeneous classes was bad news to some subject seniors, and
Donna Guthrie was one of the deputy
was a feeling of apprehension .
her feelings :
recollected
She
principals at the time .

1 thoughtitwas going to be very inebbiaient, it was katheA an eeAie
I was very much a
beeti.ng that we weAen't getting down to din ,tacks .
tAaditionatist, 1 thought ovA p4imary note was academic achievement .
being
At the same time I eoutd bee that the tAaditonat approach wasn't
neeessaAity
I didn't think that academic standaAds would
successbut .
drop, but it was an unknown and 1 tike to keep with what I know .

I was
7heAe was also a changing ob rotes and this made people unsuAe .
quite unsure as to where I would bit in to a new system and it appeared
to me that most ob the things I'd done bebone were now going to be done
ob uh had
by sub-schooZ heads . So 1 -think that to some extent some
see
ouAhetves in
ob
tathing
to
It needed time and a tot
nesekvati.ons .
new rotes .
Before anything went too far, Frank usher put the main
of Secondary Education,
ideas on paper, had an interview with Director
This was done not only as an
Dr . Mossenson and gained his good will .
at Hamilton that
act of courtesy, but because it was generally agreed
financial support .
major structural changes would need increased
The department .

We asked Frank about the parents :

The campaign to sell new ideas to teachers involved a lot of hard
arguing, much of

There was resistance, particularly from senior staff .

more . But I mentionIn theoke-tieat .terms, I should have involved them
ob opposition
ed what I had in mind at parent meetings and had no signs
or
meeting
calf
an
enormo"
and some signs ob support, so I did not
anything Uke ,that .

preferred structure? Frank Usher
How did sub-schooling evolve as the
of traditional high
had spent many years clarifying the shortcomings
listened widely .
schools and seeking alternatives . He had read and
to
that sub-schooling was the answer
The event that led him to decide
was a talk given by Bill Walker
the problem of organisational structure
exchange of letters .
of Armidale University and a subsequent
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Frank decided that his ideal would be for a combination of vertical
sub-schools and an upper school .

But as 'D-day' approached, it

became clear that this would be too much to start with .
not gain sufficient staff support .
be called for .

It would

A more modest beginning seemed to

Norm Hyde was also of this opinion and a single,

horizontal year 8 sub-school was seen to be a sensible staging-post .
Norm had this to say :

The sta66 were participating, ceAtainty in the major pot'.ey decisions
but they weren't making the pace, they weae running behind the bandwagon . I think this was inevitable. There just isn't time to
involve everyone in everything . So a tot has to be taken on trust
and it seems to me in hindsight that Frank and the people who were
in positions o6 nuponsibitity in the new scheme did have the trust
o6 the 6ta66 .
The important decisions were patticipative decisions . In 6aet, we
never went into a major decision situation thinking that we would
tore. We went around trying to persuade people that there were
bene6its Eon students and teachers and we knew where we were . 16
the 6eeting was against something, we would work horder to convince
people on we would drop it .
I think it was important to take the changes in stages . I am sure it
should be done that way . Starting with the yeah 8 sub-sehoot, eveJeyone can see what it is tike and this takes the bean and suspicion
away. But 1 think we made some mistakes . The senior masters were
atwayd suspicious and concerned that sub-school heads might enjoy
equal on higher status than themselves . They didn't involve themselves
in my year 8 sub-school and we kept out o6 each other's hair, and 1 was
happy to let that happen . I think now we should have woaked harder
to involve them.
Commenting on the teacher aspects of the lead time
ideas,

increasing participation,

By July 1972, ideas of a vertical junior plus upper school system were
firmly shelved in the back of the mind and the proposal to be put
was for a year 8 horizontal sub-school as an experiment .

Changed notes and netatioahips should be exptoned in depth and agreement reached on as many points as poasibte. I now believe this

won

one senior allowance from the department .
The aims of the sub-school were documented :
(a)

to establish a self-selected teaching group

(b)

for that group to elect a sub-school head from its members
who would be responsible for its administration

(c)

to establish an independent and flexible timetable

(d)

to make decisions regarding student discipline, pastoral
care, parent involvement, teaching strategies, learning

(selling the

In retrospect, he had this to say:

This

its two-thirds majority staff vote and an extra clerk/typiste and

situations, and extra-curricular activities

and thinking about changed roles and

relationships) Frank Usher felt that the first two were met rather
better than the third .

is best done by setting up 'bncu.nstohuning' sessions, 'think-tanks',
search eon6enences on any sthuctuAe which brings the eoneehned people
together bon a 6rcank exchange o6 views and uttimatety consensus . The
agreed note descriptions should be recorded and pnomutgated . The
sensitive area will be the nespeetive notes o6 subject senior masters
and sub-6ehoot heads . Questions w.tt anise such as who oveuees the
learning pugnam? For example, can a patticutoA sub-school decide
to atten the class structure on its teaAning strategies by consent o6
the group on does the subject senior master have a powe)c o6 veto?
Who is nesponsibte bon the conduct o6 teachers in rooms? What pant do
subject senior maztvs play in the discipline process? Att these
matteus and othehs have to be decided, pne6erabty in advance . They
can evolve, but in that case unnecessary tensions may be generated .
These situations need continuous monitohing, evacuation and 6eedbaek
and 6ottow-up con6erencea wict akmost certainty be necessary .

(e)

to establish an administration for the group which was
independent of the rest of the school
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to provide both objective and subjective data by the
end of
1973 which would determine the success or otherwise of the
venture .

Fifteen teachers volunteered to staff the sub-school .

Two people
Neither was a
Norm had agreed

privately that whoever won would have complete co-operation and
help
from the other .
In the event, Norm Hyde had the votes, collected
the
extra senior's allowance and in 1973 the experiment started .
By the time of the Hamilton Annual Report for 1973, it was
generally
agreed that the year 8 sub-school was a success, even
beyond expectations .
Norm Hyde has summarised progress as follows
:
Pastoral care strategies appeared high on the list of
priorities .

Comprehensive profiles of student background,

behaviour and academic progress, immediate parental

involvement as well as the seeking of outside help aided
the resolution of a great number of student problems .
(b)

Discipline measures other than corporal punishment were
instituted .
The emphasis became positive rather than

negative, together with class teachers and parents being
involved in the process .
(c)

Teachers aimed at reducing tension in the classroom
situation .

(d)

Heterogeneous class groups replaced the traditionally
cross set classes .

(e)

Great emphasis was placed upon extra curricular
activities,
camps, coffee nights, film shows and socials involving
students, parents and teachers .

(f)

Frequent parent evenings were held with specific activities
in each case concerning some aspect of the child's

education .

visited the school at any time with or without appointment,
having access to the sub-school head and class teachers .

contested the leadership, Dick Maisey and Norm Hyde .
senior at that stage .
Before the election, Dick and

(a)

An open school policy was implemented whereby parents

They

were also able to sit in and take part in class activities .
the
By the end of August 1973, the sub-school was seen to have met
and
his
Norm Hyde
expectations of staff, students and parents .

school's
teachers had administered the sub-school to the rest of the
some
jealousy
outcome
was
satisfaction .
In fact an unanticipated
on the part of older students .

There was sufficient evidence of good

will to enable Frank Usher to propose the logical next step .

The

a new
year 8 sub-school would move up to become the year 9 sub-school,
year 8 sub-school would be formed, and the years 10, 11 and 12 would
Each would be comprised of a self-selected
form a third sub-school .
group of teachers, an elected head, an independent administration
and timetable,

and insofar as the school plant would allow, an

independent set of rooms .
The proposals were agreed and,
school system went ahead.

in 1979,'the three horizontal sub-

Dick Maisey was elected head of the 10, 11,

with the first
12 sub-school, Norm Hyde and most of his team moved up
group
. Corporal
the
new
year
8
group and John Evans was elected to
some
punishment was thus abolished in years 8 and 9, and despite
differences of opinion in the years 10, 11, 12 team, it died a rapid
death there as well .
subTowards the end of 1979, the original idea of vertical junior
from
teachers
There was some agitation
schools was gaining favour .

problem
who were expressing concern through Staff Council about the
getting
less
Usher
was
Frank
of being locked into one year level .
However, the final move was seen to
patient waiting for his dream .

and an undertaking
be not possible until the department gave approval
the
extent
of an increased
to support it as a continuing structure to
allocation of clerical help and senior allowances for sub-school
this required
heads.
There was some extra plumbing, too, and all
the Minister's approval .
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2 .3

Vertica l

taken to
approval, a quick decision was
arrival of the Minister's
for
the sub1975 and elections
introduce the vertical system for
year .
the last day of the school
school heads were held on

Developments

You may be wondering, as we were, from a position thousands of miles
east of Perth, why the Hamilton people were convinced of the need to

negained
'eonhideAabke neoaganisazi.on wa-6
ob
htudent,5 and
gnoupting
paktieutanty in the aAea o~ imeta.bei.ng,
.v e changea began
beteetion o~j teaching gnouph . The admtiniSvcat
the hotiday peAiod .'
on 27 Decemben and continued thnoughout

gain practical commitment from the department when so many sub-school
systems in the east have started and battled on without it .
There

As Norm Hyde put it,

were several reasons and some of them relate to the particular model
they had in mind .
This was a three junior (8, 9, 10),one senior
(11,

12) system .

Three junior schools of around 300 students was

seen to be a reasonable size and was influenced by many considerations
including self-containment from a teaching point of view and existing
building constraints .
The plan was to have a small office and a clerical assistant for
each
sub-school, sub-school heads who would not at that time be seniors but who
would assume senior status, and junior schools independent of each

other staff-wise .

2 .4

1981
Struc ture, Numbers and Staffing,
year of a
Hamilton was in its seventh
At the time of the case study,
structural
school structure . No major
three junior vertical plus upper
and the 1981 situation is shown
changes had occurred during that time,
are explained
abbreviations in the figure
in figure 1 . The numbers and
on the next page .

UPPER'SCHOOL

Hamilton could not meet these objectives from within its own resources .
The school was (and still is) entitled to three and a bit clerical
staff and two of these people were needed in the front office .
had (and have) no teacher aides in the eastern sense who could

on office duties .

56

They

134

double

The only flexibility they had on special duty

allowances was from 'Regulation 188', a formula which dispenses a
number of half-senior allowances to schools to use as they wish .

DELTA

Some of these could be used for sub-school deputy heads but
Hamilton
wanted full senior allowances for sub-school heads .

Year 10

Staffing the three junior sub-schools would have been a problem without

Year 9

an adjustment of the existing ratio of subject teachers .
odd 2 .5 subject allocation up to three would help .
Frank Usher invited Director-General

GRINCERI

Bumping the

Barton and Minister MacKinnon

to the school to discuss the problem and they agreed to
consider the
extra provisions which were estimated at that stage to bring
the total
amount of sub-school assistance to about $50 000 a year . The decision
was made in the final week of third term 1974 after all the
planning
for a continuation of the horizontal system was
complete . With the

Year 8
279

321

OMEGA
90(3)

271

105(4)

299

98(3)

323

293
TOTAL

FIGURE 1
Hamilton Senior High School

structure, 1981

1 083
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In figure 1, the numbers in brackets are
the number of teaching
classes for the core subjects and the
shorthand for the year 11
courses is : T .A .E . a two year course
leading to tertiary admission ;
C .S .E . a two year course leading to
Certificate of Secondary

Education ; G.S . a one year course of
General Studies ; B .S . a one
year course in Business Studies ; and
E .T . a one year course in
Electro Technology .
More details of these in part 2 .6 .

For the eleven hundred students,
the department provides a principal,
two deputy principals, six core subject
seniors and three option
subject seniors .
There are 64 people listed as
teachers (60 2/5 time)
and three people in the library
(2 3/5 time) .
In addition to the senior positions
which are personal classifications,
each high school has a formula
allocation of 'Regulation 188' special
duties positions .
These are tenured position classifications
with a
half-senior allowance .
Hamilton uses them among its 64 teachers
for
sub-school deputy heads, and for co-ordinators
of subjects which do
not have seniors, and as assistants to
seniors .
There is one guidance officer ( 4/5 ),

two school nurses (1 .0), and
The school's curriculum officer is
outside the normal allocation and
paid via the Disadvantaged Schools
Program .
one youth education officer .

Non-teaching staff consists of one bursar,
two library aides, two
laboratory assistantg, two home economics
maids and eight clerktypists (6 4/5 time) .
There are no extra teachers on
account of the sub-school system but
the department has granted senior
allowances for the four subschool heads and an increased
allocation of clerk-typistes (the
formula would provide three and a
bit, so at 6 4/5 , they are about
3~ above quota) .
In part 2 .3 we reported that part of
the deal with the department
back in 1974 included extra teachers
for the following year and,
technically, there was an increase for
1975 of two or three .
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high schools were over formula in
However, all Western Australian
as ten extra . On this basis, Hamilton
1975 and some had as many
of the staff at the time perceived
was not favoured and indeed some
the department .
that they had been badly done by
and department transfers (the
Staff turnover due to promotions
with Hamilton is small) varies
number leaving due to disenchantment
to 20 in a bad year and has averaged
from eight to ten in a good year
Turnover was particularly high
around 15 over the last ten years.
No-one was too sure whether
in the crucial years of change .
elsewhere, but again, some
Hamilton's turnover was worse than
.
perceived it as department harassment
is the degree to which incoming
More important than the turnover
congruent with the school's philosophy
people are aware of and feel
state departments, the Western
and objectives . As with most
staff does not take this into
Australian system of allocating
is the degree to which the
account . The only moderating effect
become widely known and, in turn,
beliefs and practices at Hamilton
Some
when they fill out forms .
influence teachers at other schools
results are pertinent and are shown in
of our staff questionnaire
table 2.

idea about the school
I had little or no
I
came
.
before
school, liked it and
I knew about the
come
.
to
wanted

school, disliked it and
I knew about the
did not want to come .
I now like being here .
here .
I now dislike being

TABLE

present liking for
Prior knowledge of and
(Hamilton staff)
the school .

5
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Most people at Hamilton would like to see a marked
reduction in the
548 of teachers who turn up with no idea about the school .
For many
of them, arrival means a state of shock .
First, that they may be
teaching years 8-10 and not be teaching the
upper years .
Second,

on account of the decentralised non-hierarchic
organisation, and
third because of the easy going way of the
place, the way students
communicate openly and without standing on ceremony
. Hamilton would
like to see a marked increase in the 158
who know about the school,

like it, and want to come .
Many believe that unless this happens,
will be difficult if not impossible to make
further progress .

it

A fundamental problem of a lower-upper
sub-school system is that
most teachers like to teach in the upper years .
It is more interesting
for teachers to have experience across the
years .
Year 12 courses can
be more intellectually challenging . There is
more kudos associated
with teaching upper years . And it is a
necessary condition for gaining promotion .

The problem is not peculiar to a sub-school
system
because, after all, in a traditionally
structured high school, not
everyone can teach the senior classes .
But in a junior-senior system,
people in the junior schools have a feeling
of being shut out of the
desirable space .

We asked Frank Usher how the problem is tackled at
Hamilton .

We put out a -teacher abpiAationz document about June Juty each year .
It tettb -teachers what we plan to do (on bub-6choot dragging)
and
teachehz can then eay "1'm agtec promotion and want to teach in upper
,sChoot" of "I want to get ctobet to home and hope to get a
ttanegen"
oa "I'm happy in .this bub-aehoot and want to bray"
and we -take art
there and put them agai.nbt the Aequinementh og the aehoot
and do the
beat we can .
Ig a vacancy occurs in a bub-bchoot, then an exih
tirg
,teacher can apply got that vacancy and a teacher ttanbgertinq in .taken
the concrvucent vacancy .

The problem is alleviated to some extent by
the fact that many of
the junior school staff teach for
some of their time in upper
school and we present more detail on this
in parts 2 .6 and 3 .2 .

Positions, Ro les, Meetings
The rule is that every year
We will start with the sub-school heads .
.
The job has a two year
two of the four positions become vacant
election
.
Deputy principals are
tenure, but incumbents can contest the
that they
Seniors are, but the tradition has developed
Norm Hyde was promoted to
do not apply . The only precedent was when
It is generally
for a short time .
senior and occupied both positions
do both jobs satisfactorily .
agreed at Hamilton that one person cannot
head and succeeded, then someone
If a senior did run for sub-school
the subject responsibility as
else would almost certainly take over
not eligible .

acting senior .
of the entire Hamilton staff was the
Electing heads by democratic vote
Usher .
method proposed at the beginning by Frank

I coutd have betected people but -there are
I opted got etec .' onh .
og the ao&t6 o{
pnobtemh in .that . I think teacheu have a betteA idea
Sometimee I am suApAi6ed
pelv3ona under whom they would ptegeA to-serve .
been dizappointed .
at the etection tesut-te, but I have never
is allowed a three minute speech
Prior to the election, each candidate
establish
The two avenues to success are, first, to
in the staffroom .
across-the-school area (the Staff
oneself and to make a mark in an
second, to be an
Council and Finance Committee are examples) or
up from there .
and
to
move
effective deputy head of a sub-school

some vigorous activities at
The first five years of sub-schooling saw
encumbents
on two occasions supposedly well entrenched
elections .
were defeated .

Since the develpmental years,

of relative calm .
more likely to be

there has been a period

leave, are
Heads are lasting longer and when they
difficult
more
It is
replaced by their deputies .

Staff Council is
.
now for a potential candidate to make an impression
.
There are few issues big
not such an active and prestigeous body
the few minutes of debate at
enough to bring all staff together beyond
morning teas .
and a quick look at their
First, a few words about the present heads
It
1977 .
Jim Tucker came to Hamilton in
roles, starting with Delta .

was his first teaching appointment .

He spent two years as a teacher

in Upper school and was deputy for part of that time .

In 1979 he
challenged and defeated Stuart Riddellas head of Delta and in the
election in 1981, Jim was unchallenged .
Jim was known to staff
through his activity on the Finance Committee .
Sonia Grinceri joined Hamilton

(it was her first teaching appointment

1970 . Sonia had a difficult time for a year or two, but found her
feE
She was acting English senior in 1975, and the following year Norm
Hyde invited her to be his deputy in Hyde (Junior) sub-school
. When
Norm left, Sonia held the fort until election time and was elected
head .

Tulio Rubinich became English senior .

re-elected .

Sonia has since been

'Ordinary' teachers at Hamilton teach 20 out of 25 one hour periods
plus 2h hours of U .S .S .R . and class council or tutorial giving a
total of 22h- hours .

1973, taught in a junior sub-school in

'74,

Like Jim and Sonia, Bill is in his thirties .
the energetic upwardly mobile .

'75 and Upper in '76 and
He is a prototype of

Staff Council provided him with

valuable experience as a member and two years as chairperson
.

(16 hours) plus

They spend a lot of time

counselling students, parents and combinations of the two .

They have

the problems of day to day management of a school of 300 students .
They liaise with other sub-schools and with admin .
least three meetings per week .

They attend at

They are in contact with people out-

side the school such as employers and service organisations .
The sub-school heads and one deputy principal do the school's timeThere are four steps in the production of Hamilton's

timetable .
He came in

The heads are on 4/5 of the 20

2h hours giving a total of 18h hours.

table .

Bill Mann also started his teaching career at Hamilton .

First of all they are still teachers .

What do sub-school heads do?

First each junior sub-school head works out grids for

option subjects which require the specialist rooms .
Upper school timetable is completed with times,

Second the

places and teachers .

Third the sub-school grids are mutually negotiated to mesh into the
Upper school timetable .

Fourth, the junior schools then put their

This
was his launch pad for a challenge to head omega which he won and
has
since retained .

own core subjects in, with some degree of freedom .

Stuart Riddellis the only present sub-head to have experience
in
schools outside Hamilton . Stuart has been at Hamilton through
the
years of change and was active in the change process .
He became the

In part 3, we give further insights into the sub-school head's role

puzzle 'having 4teedom', then yes, we get a bit ."

by following some of Bill Mann's activities .

first head of one of the junior schools (then Riddell school,
now
Delta school) and held that position for five years
before Jim Tucker
unseated him .
Stuart bounced back the following year to become head
of-Upper school, which he has since retained .

Norm Hyde :

Stuart Riddell's defeat a few years back was a severe test of the
system of allowing all staff a vote for the head of a
sub-school
rather than just the sub-school staff .
His own sub-school (staff
and students) were firmly behind him but the opinion
from outside

Sonia Grinceri :

was in favour of change .

The election result triggered a lot of

controversy, but Hamilton staff are still firmly committed to the
entire staff vote .

As Jim Tucker

put it, "i4 you catt putting the taat patch o6 shy in a jigsaw

it i.6 too much .

brceakdown ob one

oU

In 4act in the earty days it Zed to the
You see, a tot o6 wotk is done out

the heads .

ob 6chooZ time as weU .

Is the load realistic?

Some home vibi ti .

AU

o6

your teaching

paepcAation .
Id it came uwi~onmty it wouldn't be so bad, although
It
I am saying that now, abler getting used to it . But it doun't .
1
put
in
the
at
staAt
ob
the
yeah
and
cannot
iz pa ticutat.Ey bad
the
time I would tike getting to know, and suppotti.ng, new stab{ .

Labt holidays, I w" in Victoni.a and 1 ran into
teachers there and Lt's incredible - their class sizes and teaching
toad would be simitan to mine and they had no nesponsibitity at aU .
Stuart Riddell :
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In 6act ttying to do the zub-echoo2 head'-s job ptopehiy with the
Coadi.ng we have i.6 eompeeteiy unAeae .
Let's look at the roles of the deputy principals which
are, of course,
quite different from what is found in most
senior high schools .
The
male deputy's role is essentially one of co-ordination
and facilitation . Co-ordination of timetabling and the
rational use of resources,
and facilitating the overall educational programs
of the school . Some
of the specifics of this are arranging
relief teachers, building
maintenance,

induction of new staff,

liaison on staffing, and so on .

teacher development, Department

The female deputy is also concerned
with co-ordination and also with communication .
The role involves
being aware of all aspects of activity
organisation across the school
and their associated procedures .
It involves a general oversight of
curriculum and also aspects of teacher development .
Specifics in the

staff handbook are liaising with the Board of
Secondary,Education on
student assessment, co-ordination of
subject departments and reporting
procedures, attendances, admissions, the school
calendar to avoid
clashes and promote an even distribution of major
events, senior staff
meeting agendas, extra school funds and so
on .
Donna Guthrie started at Hamilton before
sub-schools and, despite her
misgivings in the early days, has survived the
traumas of major role
change .
How does she see the new role?

1 can't bee that it hcu 6topped me 6tom doting anything
that I think
i.e vatuabte and in 6aet I have mote time Got that
now .
The subject seniors at Hamilton teach 4/5 time .

By virtue of
externally imposed requirements in Western Australia,
the core
subject seniors play an important part in junior
curriculum .
Syllabuses and time allocated to maths, science,
English and social

studies are prescribed, and at the end of
year 10 there is an
internal exam (externally moderated) for the Senondary
Education
Certificate, managed by the Board of Secondary
Education .
In addition,
the Board conducts 'comparability tests', a
state-wide system of

classifying students' abilities in core
subjects .
These are compulsory
at year 9, optional at other years
. So the core subject seniors attend
to all this and juggle figures, check
standards, moderate and so on .

of convening faculty meetings
All subject seniors have the usual jobs
co-ordinating and
(alternate weeks) maintaining faculty resources,

meetings .
Most
supporting faculty teachers and attending senior's
for
responsibility
have
the
of them teach in upper school and they
statement
of the
This has been a skimpy
their subjects at that level .
In the Hamilton Teachers' Handbook, the role
role of seniors .
description runs to four foolscap pages .
"What about the principal?"
is a jibe that has gone Frank

"Well known aviator and part-time principal"
Usher's way at times and not without a

from 1974
Apart from being an active, licensed pilot,
of
the
Committee
to 1980 he was a member of the State Innovations
but when
This necessitated some interestate travel,
Schools Commission .
to Canberra became more frequent .
he became State Chairman in 1978 trips
touch of truth.

Australian Task Force of the
He was also a member of the Western
period, was on the
Disadvantaged Schools Programme for most of that

Association and from 1974 to
executive of the High Schools Principals
Murdoch University during its
1978 was a member of the Senate of
travel and a large number
foundation and early development . What with
on many occasions, sometimes for
of meetings he was out of the school
from loss of day to day
several days a week . Much of this time came
is a continuing demand to
agenda to the sub-school heads, but there
school and to moderate,
provide educational ideas and research into the
About
multi-faculty system .
arbitrate and lead in a four sub-school
his absences, Frank had this to say :

bchooZ becauze the dubI didn't beet zoo badey about being out o6 the
1 6teety admit
aehoot heads, ebpeciatty Dick and Norm, were ao good .
yeau .
that I keant very heavi.2y on them in the devekopmentat
officer and the role is described
Kate Darling is the school's guidance
The role is
Rob Hawthorn is youth education officer .
in part 3 .4 .
leavers (the post 15 year olds who
mainly concerned with early school
10) . The two main parts of
tend to leave during or at the end of year
education and out of school
the role are in-school courses in career
is identified and withdrawn
work experience . The target group in year 10
The work experience program
from core time for career education.
one week each, during the year .
involved about 250 students for about

uon Pugh is the curriculum co-ordinator .

One of the outcomes of a
study of Hamilton by the Research Section of the department in
1975
was that, although the guiding philosophy was well known and
articulated, there was loss of impetus before the classroom was
reached .

The appointment of a curriculum co-ordinator from the Disadvantaged
Schools funds was a response to the problem.
The role involves
assisting the school to develop a self-renewing capacity and
responsiveness to local conditions .

In particular, to assist staff
and the analysis of data from needs
assessment, to assist in building awareness
of alternatives to solve
problems revealed by needs assessment,
to assist sub-schools and
in assessing curriculum needs,

subject areas with planning inservice and
to help evaluate the

curriculum co-ordination project.

There are many regular and formally convened
meetings at Hamilton .
Theoretically, sub-school heads and subject
seniors are of equal
status, but Frank Usher deliberately creates
a slightly higher
profile for the sub-school heads .
The 'inner cabinet' is comprised
of principal, deputies and sub-school heads
and meets every
Thursday lunchtime .

'Full cabinet' is the senior's meeting,
and all
subject seniors, subject co-ordinators
and special appointment
people plus anyone concerned with
specific agenda attend for an hour
during lesson time each Monday . At 3 .00
p.m . each Tuesday there
are staff meetings . They meet as
sub-school teams one week, subject
groups the next .
The three standing committees are the
Staff Council (an elected group,
which we have mentioned in 2 .5)
the Finance Committee (also an
elected group) which handles all school
finance and accounting,
decides-priorities and dispenses funds, and the
Curriculum Committee
which provides the leadership for the
program undertaken by the

curriculum co-ordinator .
2 .6

Upper School
Upper school consists of all years 11 and
12 students (nearly two
hundred) and a staff who vary from full-time
Upper to mostly Upper
to smaller contributors .
In particular, apart from Stuart Riddell
the Upper head, there are five
other teachers who teach only in
Upper .
There are another eight who are listed
as Upper school staff
who contribute an average 12 hours
per week (more than half of their

teaching)

to Upper,

and another 19 teachers who are from the junior

hours per week .
schools and whose modal contribution to Upper is four
staff seta
self-contained
Why is it that Upper school can't have
in the previous section that
up? Why cross-overs? We have mentioned
classes . A selfmany teachers want to be involved with senior
in any year who
contained system would limit the number of teachers
Also,
of rotation .
could teach in Upper and increase the difficulty
want a full senior
many of the teachers who want in to Upper do not
across the age range or
commitment because they prefer to teach
enough of the senior
because they do not have competence across
Finally, the school has
curriculum to make up a full teaching load .
and in some areas only one
less than four of some specialist teachers
people at least to cross over .
or two,so it is necessary for these
fragmented but centres around the
Upper school territory is slightly
There you find
complex .
ground floor west wing of the main building
are in the
lockers
students' personal
the sub-school office, and the
students do not have the luxury
adjoining verandah walkway . The Upper
- space is too short at
of a common room, coffee room or whatever
pool and the facilities
Hamilton - but they are handy to the swimming
court-yard of lawn and trees
in the gymnasium, and there is a pleasant
near the science centre .
from the junior subBeing in Upper school is a different feeling
fronts .
First,
There is a sense of division on two
school experience .
and don't all know each other .
students come from three junior schools
course divisions and two
Second, they are involved with five major
year levels .
Tertiary Admissions Examination
All the year 12 students in 1981 were
in Western Australia) .
students (the H .S .C . - Matriculation equivalent

the introduction of alternate year
Next year will be different due to
two year Certificate of Secondary
11 courses, one of which is a
by the Board of Secondary
Education course, externally examined
of the first year
Education . The 1981 year 11 students consisted
general studies course
C .S .E . students, a group taking a one-year
or statement, a group
leading to an internal (school) certificate
course leading to a certificate
taking a one-year business studies
and finally a group
issued by the Board of Secondary Education
Board.
a certificate issued by the
doing electro technology leading to
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five students from each of the five year 11

We interviewed four or
courses .

They were generally enthusiastic about Upper school .

perceived 'distance'

The

between Upper and the junior schools is greater

than that between the junior schools .
another school in some ways .

It really is like going to

They all remarked on the less role-

"They tAeat us mope tike adutt,6 and

oriented behaviour of teachers .

we get ctosea ."

ehoutdn't have been doing T .A .E . and home who te6t because thence was
nothing else attAacti.v e . I made this a dtnong point o6 my campaign .
When 1 got in, I read a tot about atternative couum and syttabu6es .

I spoke to a numbeh o6 senior maateu about it and I put it to Frank .
He said 'i6 you get enough takeAz, we witt make it work .'
From thvce it realty involved a tot o6 communication .

The group with the strongest feeling of identity was the T .A .E . group
naturally enough, being by far the largest.
varying degrees of isolation .

The electro technology lads in partic-

ular seemed to be a lost tribe .

They tended to hang around their

teaching area away from the Upper

territory and seldom mixed.

"It's amazing you of ked ud to .this intehview .
about us", one of them said .

For the rest there were

They ubuaUy 6orget

They were really pleased to be involved

in the case study .

Going to patent
nights, seeing patents individuatty, seeing kids individuatty,
6ottowing up the interested onus and tacking to them again . It took
many, many houu . We peuevered and got .there .
PaAtty on account
o6 th,tz, we got three extra classes in teems o6 numbeu .

The numbers going on to Upper school in 1981 increased 20% over the
previous year which, in turn, was up 10%-15% on the year before that .
Increasing unemployment may be a factor but Stuart believes, on the
basis of his recent experience, that potential unemployed leavers
see more advantages in leaving than staying, other things being

Upper school is more like a loose collection of sub-groups with

equal .

little interaction or bonding between them and not much happening

towards school resulting from the reforms of the last ten years

across the year levels .

which have made the little schools more acceptable to students

The sense of being in a sub-school arises

more from the isolation from the junior schools and from being with
an identifiable group of teachers .
Perhaps partly in reaction to this, and partly from feeling a little

He attributes the increases partly to an improved attitude

and (for 1981) partly on account of the increased course options .
How well do Hamilton students perform at public examinations?
Last year

(1980)

two Hamilton students topped the state, one in

embarrassed, when out with other schools, at being the ones without

physics,

anything to identify them as Hamilton other than the variety of

state average in any of the T .A .E . results .

their clothing, there has been talk of adopting some kind of uniform .
Stuart Riddell bought some jackets with
not selling well .

'H' on them, but they were

The move to some kind of uniform at Hamilton crops

up from time to time but has never gained momentum .
The recent initiatives in broadening the year 11 course offerings

the other in geography and not one subject got below the
Hamilton places no

restrictions on students entering Upper school, unlike many other
senior high schools .

In fact, Hamilton takes in students from a

nearby senior high which places an ability bar on progress to year
12 .

With the new range of course options at year 11, students who

wish to take T .A .E . and who staff consider to be unlikely to succeed
are so advised, but they are not prevented .

provide another insight into the developmental and decision making
dynamic of Hamilton .

Stuart Riddell :

I an convinced that part o6 the reason 1 won the election 6or head
06 Upper was because I was advocating an extention to the counaeh
we o66ered .
I think we had a ptopoktion o6 students who realty

The results in the state comparability tests are used and misused in
debate about standards .

As with all numeric data of this kind it

is possible to make a case for most arguments .

To decide whether
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Hamilton students are being academically disadvantaged on account of

PART 3

the Hamilton package of change would be a daunting question for any
researcher, even with unlimited resources .

There are so many

variables which could not easily be accounted for .

LITTLE SCHOOL OMEGA

Because of this,

we are unimpressed with most of the debate on the issue at Hamilton
and we were in no position to explore it for ourselves .

In Search of the Essence
There was little point and no time to study all three of the Hamilton
junior sub-schools (or little schools as they are often referred to) .
The stories would be similar .

Omega was the choice and, decision

made, we set off with a map to find Omega territory with the objective
of distilling the essence of Omega .
large,

complex campus .

To the outsider, Hamilton is a

The main building

is two storied and multi-

winged and there are many outlying buildings, like the physical
education complex including gymnasium and swimming pool, the libraryresource centre, and the prevocation centre .
It is difficult to visualise,

in the huge main building, how the

sub-schools could have a sense of spacial identity .
Omega is on the ground floor at the northern end.

But they do .
There are six

adjoining rooms and a small office entered from a verandah-walkway .
These and nearby spaces, lawns and trees constitute the Omega home
territory .

We have been told that the office is the heart of things,

so let's sit there for a while and see what happens .
The Omega office is a narrow room between classrooms .
divided across by cupboards .

It is partly

The inner sanctum contains the sub-

school head's desk and one other which is used by Omega staff for
lesson preparation, marking,

telephoning or

The outer part opens onto the verandah .

sub-school business .

It has filing cabinets,

cupboards and a desk with typewriter and telephone .
Fay Read works .

This is where

Wall to wall carpet adds a touch of comfort to a

rather cramped situation .

The door opens for business at 8 .45 a .m .

That's now .
Outside, groups of Omega students are sitting or wandering around near
the classrooms or out on the lawns,

talking, socializing .

flow of people in and out to see Fay.
excursion money.

There is a

Two boys bring in some

An Omega science teacher comes in, looks around
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and goes off.

Two boys come in and ask if they can borrow one of the

two guitars standing in the corner .
for .
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Fay asks them what they want it

It is for a play they are doing, and they only want it for a

prop for a short time .

O .K .,

The discussion continues, the teacher leaves .
Tall, fit, smiling,

exuding energy and goodwill to all .
10 girls are waiting for him.
seat .

The guitar comes back at 9 .10 a .m .

They dig in the files,

A student passes in a piece of paper .

Omega head, Bill Mann bursts in .

Three year

One sits on his desk, another in his
Just the thing .

Bill

loves mulberries, so they laugh and chat and nibble mulberries and he

sees a teacher who has been away ill, welcomes her back and she joins
the socialising,

along with two others .

Meanwhile, Fay is flat out.
timetable to find someone .

leave me jumper here, it's a bit hot'?
on the shelf .

The phone rings .

'Excuse me Miss, can I
It rings again .

It

is for Bill again, so he now has a phone clamped on each ear and darts

a hand from mouthpiece to mouthpiece to the amusement of the girls.
There are fifteen people in the Omega office right now and your
is 1enning his notes squashed in the corner .

scribe

He has first session 'off' and is

away to Upper school to organise rooms and then to admin to talk music
arrangements and timetables .
session is about to begin .
outside .

Things are quietening down now,

as first

There are still some kids wandering around

Fay goes out and casts an experienced eye over the scene .

She quietly hurries a few on, peeps to see if a teacher has arrived
and returns to answer the phone .

Details about someone who is away .

Students arrive with

They are the attendance slips from all Omega classes .
Fay checks them off against other sheets .

first lesson chore .

One of the physical education teachers drop in .
is back .

The phone rings .

He only has seven students .

Most are away on work

experience but he wants to check the list .
suspicious absenses .

The science teacher

There are one or two

Fay will follow it up .

The physical education teacher is wondering if Bill has checked the
No. So Fay thinks

Then they discuss some typing .
morning absense list .

Another teacher arrives with the

Fay asks him to deliver something on his way

The phone rings again .

is wanted and can't find her .

Fay has a look for the teacher who
The second Omega physical education

teacher drops in now with a problem about graduation certificates,
and stencils and printing .

And so it goes on, with lulls and peaks,

throughout the day .
Fay Read is officially described as a clerk typiste but there would

Bill Mann leaves as he arrived, with a comet's tail of kids, teachers
and the last of the mulberries .

A daily,

back .

'Yes' says Fay and puts it

It is for Bill .

but

of someone who might do it and devises a plan to cover the outing .

Three girls come in to scan the

Another one :

Then again .

activity form yet and arranged a relief teacher .

She knows all the students by name and

most of them much better than that .

O.K .,

Peace and quiet for two minutes .

Time to shuffle some paper, tap the typewriter .
bits of paper .

early thirties,

He fills the room .

They have some mulberries for him .

She knows her customer .

report back here in 15 minutes .

A teacher comes in and asks Fay if she can have the 'rundown' on

'Thanks Adrian' .

well, he has left his bag

What's the problem?

Fay thinks about this .

get it?

responsible for its welfare and for bringing it back .

discuss the kid and what to do .

He's not here .

Can he see Mr . Mann?

somewhere and would it be alright if he borrowed a bike and went to

they can have it and they are

a student who has been away for a week now.

A year 10 boy turns up with a hard-luck story .

be few people with that job description who have such a variety of
tasks and responsibilities .

Fay is a quiet,

friendly person who,

despite the continuous coming and going and never being able to
settle to a job for more than a few minutes,
fussed .

never seems to get

Fay's own children are into their twenties now and she is

glad of the interest the job provides .

She is also studying part-

time for a degree in accountancy at the W.A .I .T .
Fay's role in Omega (and the same is true of the other Hamilton subschools)

is clearly a very important one in the network of

contacts
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(n = 150)

and associations which together give the student a sense of identity
in a social context ; a sense of being a part of Omega .

Sub-school

Group discussions with year 11 students who were asked to look back
over their first three years, informal talks with junior school

I would prefer to be in :
Omega

Delta

Grinceri

Omega

90%

2%

8%

students and general observation provided good evidence that most
little school students feel a strong sense of identity with their

Delta

7%

88%

5%

school .

Grinceri

7%

0%

93%

class mates and friends, with their year level and with their sub-

Students interviewed claimed to know all the teachers in Omega and
the names of teachers in the other schools .

Table

They knew all the

Students' alleaianceto sub-school

students in their year group in Omega but there was little going
on across the year levels .

Most of their friends were in Omega

and they spent recess and lunch mainly with Omega kids but many
had friends from primary days and neighbours
and associated with them at school .
sub-school friendships .

in other sub-schools

There were no barriers to inter

They reported a friendly feeling of

competition between the little schools .
be one sub versus another .
your best' .

Lunchtime games would often

'You stick up for your sub-school and do

Class council and tutorial are the Hamilton equivalent of

'home'

The teachers responsible for the Hamilton home groups

groups .

are expected to accept some kind of pastoral role, although the
emphasis for years 8 and 9 is more 6n providing an opportunity
to participate in decision making .

The year 10 tutorial teachers

are expected to have some oversight of students' general progress,
particularly with respect to the decisions about the following

Kate Darling suggested that the strong feeling for sub-school has its
foundations in the choice process right at the beginning .

In year 7

at primary school, the little school heads talk about their schools

and the parents and students nominate their first and second choices .
Most got their first choice .

So there is a commitment to the sub-

school before they get to Hamilton .

This commitment is reinforced

by various aspects of the program in year 8 and subsequently .

One question on the student questionnaire asked them which sub-school
they would prefer

3

to be in right now .

The results are in table 3 .

year .

The time slot is just after recess on Tuesdays .

The Omega year 8 students are in three class groups for the core
subjects .

These same classes have half an hour a day together

U .S .S .R . for four days and on the fifth,
class council .

for

they have half an hour of

For year 9 students it is similar except that class

councils are half class group .

At year 10, the three class groups

are split into five and the once weekly half hour

is renamed

tutorial' .
Karen and Peter (two Omega teachers) run their year 9 class council
together as one (class) group .

As well as council,

Karen has them

for English and U .S .S .R . and Peter has some of them for media .
group has elected its own president (Zorana)

The

and secretary (Neil)

and they sat at tables at the focus of several semicircles of
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seats .
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The teachers were among the students .

start with agenda from the Omega office .

Sessions usually

Sometimes a few general
on

knowledge 'quiz' questions, sometimes an item for discussion .

this occasion the questions were corny to say the least and provided
little interest .

Zorana dispatched them accordingly .

She asked if

anyone had anything to put in for next week's agenda, to be discussed
by other groups .

No .

The main agenda concerns an excursion .

Karen suggests an outing to

the new Swan Brewery site and then some roller skating .
a school bus licence so they can use the school bus .
is accepted .

Peter has

The suggestion

Discussion focusses on which roller skating rink .

They get down several possibilities .
small-group argument .

There is a sudden burst of

'Quiet' says Zorana .

It turns out the

girls want to do the brewery-skating round but the boys are knocking
it .

They can't .

Karen asks the boys to suggest something else .

Peter suggests the boys are just being disruptive for the sake of it .
Suddenly Karen walks over to the blackboard and writes BREWERY in
big letters .

'I just couldn't stand the way Zorana was saying
Zorana pulls a funny face and laughs .

any longer' she says .
think about which rink .

it
They

'The further we go the more it costs' says

someone .

They bring the options down to two and vote .

settled .

Which day?

That's

They vote for Thuesday with Friday reserve

in case the bus is booked .

Off they go to lesson 3 .

She says it is still a 'teaching'

role .

She is

still seen as a teacher and finds it impossible to break out of it .
This produces a serious conflict for her between her ideals and the
way she has to operate .

Karen attributes the failure to two things .

First, it would have to be a school-wide move and not many teachers
want to break the teacher-student role game .

Second, the kids do

not seem inclined towards breaking down the 'distancing' between
them and the teachers .
Karen gets to know her group quite well, but they would be unlikely
to take their problems to her .

They are more likely to go and see

Fay Read in the office or Kate Darling, Hamilton's guidance officer .
6

three years .

The picture was fairly consistent .

varied from a big yawn :

The responses

'Sometimes nothing happenb at att' ; 'Just
a btudge' ; 'Read books, didn't do much' ; 'Didn't wormy me much, I
just went' ; 'Ju6t anothek tezdon' ; 'It wad tike a 6rtee period' ;
'Juat 6nee time' ; to light entertainment : 'We would go down t0 the

oval, kick a baU around on bit and talk' ; 'We would muck abound,
the boys causing tcoubte' ; to something approaching the original
intent :

'Sometimes etudentd think o6 teaety good ideaa and they
'With one o6 our teacheu, we discussed thinge about
the dchoot' ; 'Sometimes you make tequezt66, and they get done, dike
get used' ;

the steps down to the dtlleet' ; and last but not least, 'Co66ee
nights and excursions wehe good' .
The bulk of comments were in the first categories .
associated with the groups

The activities

(outings, coffee nights, camps)

were

highlights but planning them in the class council or tutorial groups
raised little enthusiasm .

How does Bill Mann see the class council teacher role?
potentially important part of the package?

Is it a

Oh, yes .

Raren thinks the role of class council teacher is not as important
as it could be .

One of the questions put to a number of year 11 students in smallgroup discussion for the case study was about the nature and
value
of class councils and tutorials, looking back over their first

Is the potential realised?

Not teaUy .
Is there much you can do to fix it?

No .

Mainty because it i,6 e66ectivety period 21 a6teh 20 one-hour
teaching tessond peh week, that'd the ptiotity it gets, and also
we can't get the gtoupb sma22 enough Got it to work out . With taAge
gtoupd, it is hatdeh to get away 6tom the 'teachvc-di6ciptinatian'

tote .
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Talking to the students revealed the importance of a number of social
events which seem to have a significant influence on sub-school
cohesion and sense of identity .

Within the first three weeks of

arriving at Hamilton, the year S students go on a little-school
year level camp .

The camp lasts a week and most live in for that

time with the remainder bussing up and back each day.
part, some living in, others visiting .

Parents take

The year 9 students have a

similar camp in second term .

that some of these students have hardly ever been as far

as Perth,

the excursions can be quite important to them .

Another

kind of council/tutorial event is a coffee night held in the school
gymnasium .

Individual teachers often take students away .

For

instance, Karen ran a weekend creative-writing camp for a small
group of her English students last week .

Next week the guitar

teacher is taking his students out to lunch and an afternoon's
entertainment .
girls out,

The personal development teacher is taking her

as part of the course .

billeted with Omega kids and spent half a day in the school .

Next

weekend a group are off canoeing down the Murray River .

funds for their graduation night .

And there are athletic carnivals

ranging from intra Omega (class groups) to inter little school to
Similarly for swimming .

relatively strong feeling of being a part of a clearly defined
community called Omega and within that, the year group,

and within

that, the class group, and a sense of being a part of Hamilton
Senior High .
Omega Staff
(Bill Mann),

The number and distribution of students is shown in figure 1, p . 21 .
The thirteen staff who teach only in Omega have subject skills

an assistant head

eleven other teachers who only teach in Omega .

English

2 teachers

Manual Arts

2 teachers

Drama

1

Home Economics

1

Social Studies

2

Science

2

Physical Education

2

Maths

2

Five of these teachers

"

(the English, social studies, maths people)

are assigned to one each of the Omega home rooms .
is set up as a mini resource centre .
rooms is almost all Omega .

The sixth room

The other teachers are based
One of the science

In the home economics centre, Omega

shares two of the rooms with one other sub-school, and so on .

manual arts

(senior master), media, business studies, art and home

economics .

These teachers attend Omega staff meetings and Upper

school staff meetings .
We gave a questionnaire to all Hamilton staff .

All these activities and interactions add to and reinforce a

Omega has a head

and a visiting personal development teacher four times a week .

The cross-over teachers include English, maths (senior master),

Year 10 Omega students are running a one-day walkathon to raise

3 .2

In

addition, there is a visiting music teacher on Monday mornings

in their specialist areas where Omecia has access .

Two weeks ago a group of

Aboriginal children from Wyndham High came down for a week and

inter school .

teachers who spend varying proportions of their time

as follows ;-

Class council and tutorial groups go on excursions and when we
remember

'cross-over'

between Omega and Upper school but who are listed as Omega .

(Jan Walker) and
There are also six

was 65% .

The response rate

There was little difference in the responses between sub-

schools so the results presented are for the whole staff .
the age structure, which is shown in figure

2.

First,

Given the procedures whereby teachers are allocated to sub-schools
with some consultation, how many Omega staff would prefer to be

primarily attached to another sub-school rather than to Omega: We
will combine the questionnaire results for the three junior subschools .

Altogether, about 20% of staff indicated that they would

like to change their primary affiliation .

Of these, 88 preferred

to be unattached, 8% preferred to be with upper school and 38
preferred another of the junior schools .

We don't know, however,

how strongly these people desired to change, or

the extent to which

the desire came from dissatisfaction with their present sub-school .

I

Curriculum (the titles of timetabled activities that students engage
:
in) is described in the Omega handout under five headings
Core subjects
Physical Education
Optional Studies
FIGURE

Class Council

2

Age structure of Hamilton Senior High
School

U.S .S .R .

staff, 1981

The term ' core subjects ' comes from the department .
One of the sets of scales in the questionnaire
provided a measure
of the degree to which each teacher
believes in and practices more
'open' methods of teaching as against
more formal and traditional
methods.
High open scores derived from the results
tend
to be associated with many of the humanist
objectives which

guided the changes at Hamilton .

With a department staffing process
which does not match teachers to
schools on the basis of beliefs or
philosophy, we would expect the scores
on the open 'belief' scale
to be evenly distributed about the
centre of the scale and about
a point lower than the centre on 'practices'
. Hamilton's scores

are marginally higher which suggests
that the school's guiding
principles and practices have had some
effect on teacher beliefs .
This is consistent with data collected
recently within the school
which shows evidence of a relatively
strong emphasis among staff on
affective outcomes .

All students are

studies
required to cover certain courses in English, maths, social
them
.
The only
expected
to
provide
and science and high schools are

way Omega can be different is in its remediation and enrichment
programs .
Years 8 and 9 students spend four hours per week on each
of the core subjects .

assigned more
The around 100 students who enter Omega at year 8 are
Information
subjects
.
or less randomly to three class groups for core
from the primary schools may moderate the distribution .
Physical education , while not having top (core)

status, is neverthe-

evident at Hamilton .
less relatively big in Western Australia and very
acting
deputy principal,
Apart from Frank Usher's athletic hobby, the
.
One of the
Russ Martin is normally the physical education senior
sub-school
sub-school heads is a physical education person and each
has two physical education staff .

You can't go far at Hamilton
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without seeing super-fit,
bounding around .
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suntanned physical education types

Years 8 and 9 students have it for three hours

per week .

subjects .

These include home economics, manual arts, art drawing,

technical drawing, art-craft, media, sex education, drama,
electronics and music .

Typing and personal development are

available at years 9 and 10 .
little schools,

Most of these are common to all

but Omega is establishing an arts emphasis and

is the only little school to offer music .
computer studies,

Delta's speciality is

and Grinceri's, Italian.

year art drawing,

(boys), one hour for half a

the other half technical drawing and,a similar

one hour semester-flip on art-craft and media .

This left two hours

per week for 'sampling' which involved rotating through manual arts,
home economics, media,

sex education, drama and electronics .

(No choices for year 8) .

After year 8, optional studies did become

At the time of the case study, Bill Mann was negotiating

to change to a six-hour sampling for year 8 with a more equitable
distribution of time between the optional studies .

More of this

later .

U.S .S .R . stand s for Uninterrupted, Sustained, Silent

This takes place in

'home'

(class council)

groups for half

an hour on the four days that don't have class council .
of U.S .S .R . is reading for pleasure .

The emphasis

All this adds up to 25 hours per week of core, physical education
and options in one hour time slots and two and a half hours per
week of U .S .S .R ./class council .

This applies to the three junior

schools, but there are some minor differences .

When the sub-

talent should be reasonably well distributed .

All three sub-schools

taught Italian (the only language other than English taught at

Hamilton) and on the assumption that there is a strong association
between selecting a foreign language and academic talent, there
would be no major problems of elitist tendencies in any one school .
The method of allocating new students to sub-schools has been and
still is for the little school heads to visit the primary schools
and tell students about their sub-schools .
to hear about them .

Parents attend meetings

Then the parents fill out a form with a first

and second preference .

A bit of juggling at the end balances the

numbers .

Year 10 students still spend three quarters of their time on the
-core subjects and the other quarter on options.

Like the year 9's,

they get a handout describing the options, towards the end of the
previous year .

It includes a return sheet on which they rank the

options for preference .

The list contains

'prevocation'

(recommended

for boys taking on a trade when leaving school, it includes car
maintenance, welding, building, carpentry,
work, plumbing and so on),

boat maintenance concrete

technical drawing,

electronics, materials

(three versions), media, drama, typewriting (two versions) and
personal development .
some three .

Reading .

schools were set up, there was a general belief that academic

At the time of the case study, all year 8 students had two hours of
home economics (girls) and manual arts

and is assigned

one half-hour time slot per week . we have described this in greater
detail in 3 .3 .

In addition to core and physical education there are the option

options .

Class Council is the Hamilton version of 'home group'

Most are two hours per week, but some are one,

So the six hours could contain from two to five options .

The choice is for the year .

Of recent years, Frank Usher and others have talked about increasing
diversity between the three little schools .
ducing music to Hamilton .

Frank suggested intro-

Omega was having trouble with small

Italian classes at year 10 and so dropped Italian and subsequently
took on music .

The decision was also taken to make Omega the home

base for special education and for the Aboriginal children who
attended Hamilton .

So Omega has started an 'arts'

emphasis and

has become the home for special education children and most of the
Aboriginal children .
Creating diversity between the little schools has potential advantages and potential problems .

One of the problems is that sub-schools

can be stereotyped by students and parents in unfortunate ways .

We
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that Omega could become known
asked Bill Mann if he was concerned
academically inclined .
as the place not to go to for the

the e66eeU o6 having
I think the dub-echoot i,6 big enough to abzonb
You one toohing at 15 to 20
the 6peciat ctazs attached to us .
I -think panent6 would see that as
special education kid6 among 300 .
any evidence o6 a
a positive step . But I don't think there
Last yeah (1980) oun yeah 8 intake had hak6 the
talent drain .
Delta. has a higher
neaUy bright hid6 in the school in it . Thib yeah
concern
paopontion and I think it is just a random e66ect . What doez

a

o6 kids
me a tittle bit id that we one getting a taAgeA pnopottion
i6
we can
that
with emotionaZ paobtem6 . Maybe people one thinking
0Ae at,6o
eaten Eon kid6 with 6peeiat teaAning pnobtem6, that we
I
think
we can
"
well
.
geaAed up to cope with the othea things
do well there, but there i6 a k imit to it .

of the sub-schools
Another problem is that, at Hamilton, the climate
with the personality of
has traditionally been strongly associated
(Hyde sub-school,
the heads . They were even named after them .
When the head
Maisey sub-school, Riddellsub-school and so on) .
This is presently phasing out to
changed, the name changed.
heads .
But the present diversity relates to the
E~rmanent names.
difference
;
that is the Delta
Jim Tucker is strong on computers and
Italian . Sonia Grinceri
it offers computer studies and no music or
little
school offers Italian
is of Italian background and Grinceri
What happens when one of the
and not music or computer studies .
election? Does the subheads leaves or is voted out at the two-year
Once
Frank Usher .
school change its aspect of diversity? No, says
will be no capricious
an aspect of diversity is established there
it
.
Frank describes it as
change .
The next person will continue
a policy of careful diversity .

told us, it should be
Another problem is that, as one staff member
so on, and at
possible for students to choose music and Italian, and
sub-schools . A
present there is no movement of students between
studies .
student from Omega cannot contract into Delta for computer
offerings
This teacher's view was that if diversity in subject
would
between
sub-schools
continues, then some kind of contracting

be necessary to preserve the notion of
a comprehensive schooling .
Frank Usher's answer to the previous problem
applies here too.

What happens when an Omega student requires
some kind of special
attention?
It may be a personal problem involving
a girl or boyfriend .
More seriously it might involve problems at
home .
(One
Omega student was coming to school with severe
bruising from
beatings at home while we were there) .

Then there are school
problems such as learning difficulties and
behaviour problems .
The network of people who may be involved
includes Fay Read, the
keeper of the Omega office ; Bill Mann or
his deputy Jan Walker ;
another teacher to whom the student might
relate well (note that
the home group teacher has no more than an
equal probability of
being involved than other class teachers) ; Kate
Darling, Hamilton

High's guidance officer ; the school nurse
and the deputy principals
and principal .
Before looking at the various ways in
which the
welfare network operates, we need to know a bit
more about
Kate Darling .
Kate is a trained psychologist .

She has a varied and demanding role
during the four days per week she spends at Hamilton
.
(The other
day is in primary schools) . The original
major emphasis was careers
counselling and guidance but this has extended to
include a careers
education program and other aspects of transition .
The move from
junior to upper school

involves subject choices and Kate is involved
She is also involved with the transition from
primary into
Hamilton and during the year with allocation of
new students to
suitable sub-schools .
there.

Responsibility for psychological testing and Hamilton's
special
education group rest with Kate and she has
taken a special interest
in the Aboriginal students . She also liaises with
outside agencies
such as Community Welfare,hospitals, doctors and the like .
A further extension of the original role is in
providing training
opportunities for students and teachers in personal development and
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Kate runs camps for senior students,

focussing on self-awareness, communication and life expectations .
Inservice for teachers includes communication skills, family
dynamics and the home effects on school learning .
Back to the network .
taken to Fay Read or

'Lightweight' problems are most frequently
to a teacher that the student gets on well with .

Fay and her equivalents in the other sub-schools sort out an amazing

do bomething wrong, the teaeheha dizcubh it a tot, they want
take it
to know why you did it, they wouldn't go btahting you, they
ea&ty . W1eCt, moot o6 . them do, acme tAeat you badly . . . . .
16 you

unfortunate teacher who
At this stage we received a tirade about one
At Hamilton, he is a member
seemed to be waging war single handed .
of a small minority .

number of boy-friend, girl-friend crises and a host of others .

Tougher problems invariably get to the sub-school head or deputy .

Bill Mann and Jan Walker spend a lot of time in this area .
they can handle

it themselves .

Sometimes

Sometimes they bring the parents in

and sometimes they bring Kate Darlinn in .
Kate can be involved in various ways .

Students and parents,

or together, may present directly to her for counselling .

separately

Or

the

school nurse might suspect that tummy aches may have other origins in

personal problems, or injuries may not be from misadventure and she
may refer them to Kate . And there are the formal requests from subschool heads

to help with particular students or parents .

The really tough ones may have to involve admin, certainly if
suspension

is likely .

Russ Martin :

Thingz have to be pretty glom be4one we a"pend anyone . Sometime-6 we
buhpend them 6nom ctaeaee and make them work by themsetvu somewheAe,
on do odd job6 abound the ptaee . One tad has juet bpent a week wohk-

ing with the gandenen .

Whatever the problem, policy is to avoid punitive action, to seek
causes and take positive steps .

The students we spoke to were

generally appreciatively aware of this .

Down

at . . . . . . High they give kids the cane . We2P, 1 mean, that's
juht chtdish, teaUy .
HeAe they don't do uh any halLmm and we don't
do them any hahm .

the
Little school Omega has to interact and live comfortably with
Upper
school,
schools,
the
Hamilton admin team, the other two little
way of understanding the
the subject faculties and the parents . One
was taken during
dynamic of all this is to focus on a decision which
the case study observation period .

organisation for year 8
In part 3 .3 we outlined the 1981 subject
education,
To recap, beyond the core subjects and physical
students .
the students had the following :
Home economics (girls)
Manual arts (boys)

2 hours

Art drawing flip technical drawing
Art craft flip media

Equal rotation through
Sampling .
manual arts, home economics, media,
sex education, drama, electronics

1 hour
1 hour
2 hours

hour sampling with equal
The decision taken was to change to a six
for all of Omega's
time to all subjects . Clearly this has implications
curriculum
At the admin level there were questions of
would
involve a
At the faculty level, it
policy and timetabling .
increase for
substantial reduction in time for some faculties and an
repercussions
in other
Omega
has
others .
Any change in balance in
And the
and distribution .
sub-schools because of teacher work loads
students and parents would have some views .
interfaces .

How did the idea originate?

We asked Bill Mann :
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Lt started as a ptobtem in anotheA sub-schoot where the oht-cra6t
teacher. uab underemployed mainly because o4 the dominance o6 manual
aAtJ on the grid lines . Now the art senioh and I drive to worth
together and we started talking about it.

I told them a4teAwaA s . Usualty 1 tike to talk to pa)aents about
things but this time 1 haven't . It's a matter o4 time and having
the energy. The kids were not .involved in thus either . The haste
was because the -timetable had to be solved in a hurry .

Did he have a problem in this?

Bill had lobbied the core subject seniors who were largely unaffected

well eventuatty, i6 the decline continued we could end up toning an

art teacher and this would be di66icutt aU hound, messy timetabting .
Fort my pant, I believe the manual slats bias is unnecezsoAy . 1 believe
they she aU equally impo4tant . The solution, to me, was quite
cleat and that was to go Ooh a six-hour 6ampZing set up, three grid
tines o4 two hotuu each, 6ouh classes split into six gdoups and so
on. There are some good spin o66s 6rom this system, as walk.
But the problem was, o4 course, that manuat ants people said there's
no way in the wonid we can teach a cowse in that ,time . The home
economics people were happy, however .
What about your Omega staff?

I talked it abound with them . It wasn't too hard to convince most
o4 them . The other sub-schools were involved o6 course, but three
wasn't too much troubte there. The main timetabti.ng phobtem was
solved by adjusting the Omega yeas 9 program . Detta and Grinceri
came out o6 it well, heaUy .
Well, you had formed a plan, talked it around a bit .

What was your

first formal move?

I suggested it at a senioA sta66 meeting . Donna is the one who
mainly keeps a dose check on these sorts o6 things . She was in
6avouA o6 it . Basically, the ptopostition had educational merit and
admin ate generally pLepoAed to go atong with something like that.
What about the parents?

by the change, and his only serious opposition was from manual arts
chief Tony Brown .

At the Omega meeting, when the decision went

through, Tony was hopelessly outgunned .
lessly stacked against him .

The odds had been relent-

How did he feel about it?

I was extremely disappointed, Ooh several reasons . The whole thing
was very gushed Ooh what should have been an important educational
question. My 6.uvst notice o4 it was on a sheet with very hew details
the day be6one. I had no time to talk to the other manual avits
peopte involved, and I understand that a sew upper school 6ta66 knew
about it a week prior to the meeting . At the meeting it was
allocated about twenty minutes o4 discussion and a decision was made.
Admittedly I'm looking at it 6tom a one-eyed point o4 view, but I
have spent most o4 my teaching careen in working class areas, and I
know that the students and patients have a leaning mope towards the
manual arts and home economics area . I'm nave they would have come
down 6irmty in 6avouu o6 keeping the amount o6 time in that area.
So decisions and changes of this kind do not just come from a happy
tea party of the little school team .

Because of the exchange of

teachers between Upper school and the others, shared specialist
facilities and a resulting school timetable, Omega is far from selfcontained and independent .

To pull off a change of this kind, the

little school head has to do a lot of homework .

He or she must

understand all the ramifications of timetabling,

be able to see

problems and potential solutions and then operate effectively at
the political level, identifying power bases, lobbying, convincing,
and setting up the final moves for success .

Politics is a tough

game, and Bill Mann played it tough in getting what he wanted ;
but always with a touch of bonhomie .
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the main gate, you know whether it is a 'them versus us' school .
the way to the office .

PART 4

are helpful .

They show no signs of unease with an adult.

get giggles and snide remarks behind your back .

CONSEQUENCES OF CHANGE

more like that of a tertiary campus .
4 .1

personal expressive domain .

Hamilton's New Ethos

Oh, there wal no doubt that there was a matked change, in the tone ob
the .6ehoo2 .

Abhotutety .

Fot one thing the cane waa no Ponger used .

There wa,6 tei5b vandatihm .
ztrategiez .

pig eiptine improved becauze ob the bettea
Unexptained abbeneeb dectea,6ed . Teachetu picked up

ptobterne and did something about them much mote qu,iekty .
be no waiting around outside adm%n doors .

There would

Sub-aehoot heady would

attend to mattelid quickty and call in ponents %b necezbaay . The
.increahed emphaeiz on padtotat cane wa,6 vital, abhotutety vitat .
Patent %nvotvement way important .

Beeaube I think Got the bias, time

%n this 6choot parenth could come to the place without an appointment
whenever they kihed and homeone would kirzten to them .
Norm Hyde was in no doubt that the reforms of the early seventies had
had an effect when we asked him in 1981 .
in the right direction .

To him the changes had been

Things had improved .

Most of the people at

Hamilton who had experienced the school before and after agreed with
Norm .

Weaving among the

throng'is a young lad, dancing and skipping along happily.

He comes

alongside the line of drinking taps and spontaneously incorporates
into his movement afountain display with the taps, with style and
grace .

He notices the adult observer .

No sense of guilt here, just

a smile and a low sweeping bow to the 'audience' and on he goes,
merrily .
Students dress as they wish . Some of the things they wear
wear!) would cause concern in many schools .
and down stairs, even on the 'wrong' side .

(and don't

They sometimes run up
At recess time at

Hamilton, there is only one teacher on duty and that is at the
canteen .

Eleven hundred kids maintain a reasonably civilised campus .

Pre-1971, the boundaries of acceptable student behaviour were
relatively rigid and well defined and from the humanist position,
unnecessarily restrictive .
pressure from outside.

To maintain them required continuous

With or without Frank Usher the boundaries
They have in most schools .

But at Hamilton
The tensions and

frustrations of the old regimen have mainly gone for students .

to 4ta6b a6tet echoot oA in the 6treet .
with atways get that .

They come up and chat

There ate excepti.ow but you

There are problems for teachers at the new boundary of acceptable
behaviour .

It is not so clearly defined as the old one .

We saw

some boys throwing partly eaten apples at each other one day, outside

Not all staff were entirely enthusiastic .

A few yearned for the days

In the period of the case study

observations, there was no way that the tone, atmosphere, ethos of
Hamilton could be equated to the descriptions of Hamilton pre-1971 .
Equally,

Students enjoy freedom in the

they moved a little quicker and a little further .

Some ob our toughest lode ate baitty on side .

when discipline was discipline .

You don't

The atmosphere is

An example :

We are walking down a corridor at recess time .

would have moved out .

Here is one quotation :

Ask

Hamilton kids relate easily, smile easily and

it was different from most contemporary secondary schools .

For a visitor used to observing schools,

the first impact comes

from the way the kids behave around the school .

Fifty yards in from

a sub-school office, and no one picked up the apples or the problem
at the time .

It is tempting for a teacher of another sub-school to

avert the eye at such incidents and even

to rationalise it as

acceptable behaviour when clearly is is beyond the new norms .

Such

incidents do not lead to snowballing effects, but they can lead to
increased tension between the reformists and the 'old guard'
disciplinarians .

of
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In table 4 we show some of the results from the teacher questionnaire .
Given the department staffing procedures, the table results show a
remarkably high commitment to sub-schooling .

The results could be

interpreted as an index of general health and they look reasonably
good .

confounded the heterogeneous grouping objectives .
officially .
subterfuges .

Maths have done it

For others rough setting occurs through various
Most teachers maintain the role of

'director of learning'

and few have any idea how to change classroom processes to be more
congruent with the social affective and development objectives to which
most of them, on questionnaires, subscribe .

Questionnaire Item

Staff Response
95R

The basic idea behind sub-schools is a good
one .

Agree
Disagree

2%

I would prefer to return to a whole school
approach and abandon sub-schools at Hamilton .

Agree

8R

Teachers and students get on very well
together in my sub-school .
Morale is generally low in my sub-school .

Students in my sub-school get on very well
together .
I enjoy working in my sub-school .

Teacher-Parent relationships at my subschool are quite good .

Disagree

83%

Agree

79R

Disagree
Agree
Disagree

8%

I

76%
98%

Agree
Disagree

3%

Agree
Disagree

15%

85%
I

10%

Agree

69%

Disagree

15%

Given a department staff-

ing procedure that delivers a normal distribution of beliefs and values
about education,

it could be argued that the essentially traditional

classroom approaches are easily explained, but it is not as simple as
that .

It seems that, even with the best will in the world, changes

of this kind are extra-ordinarily difficult to effect .

we will look

at problems in this area in greater detail in part 4 .4 .
An important part of the reform program was to establish an effective
system of individual care .

In the original scheme of things, the

sub-school head was never intended to look after every one of 300
kids .

The role was to co-ordinate the efforts of staff who happened

to be involved with, or who were selected by students on the basis of
a preferred relationship .

The role of class councils and tutorials

was mainly to involve all students in dialogue and debate, to provide
a place where students could gain experience in speaking in public,
in leadership and in taking initiatives .

The council/tutorial teacher

was not to be the lynch pin of the pastoral care network and the
short time of half an hour per week is commensurate with this .
We have seen that the Hamilton system of pastoral care has been
remarkably successful, but there are problems .

The distribution of

labour between sub-school head and other teachers is not even .
TABLE 4

sub-school head and one or two others seem to get most of it .

Staff responses to questionnaire items .
('Undecided'

response is difference between 'agree' and 'disagree .)

of the student questionnaire data in appendix 1 reinforce the
obvious view that this cannot be very efficient .

it appears that the original objectives of the package

of reform have largely been achieved, but closer inspection reveals a
few remaining challenges .

Only about 50% agreed that

'there is always an adult here with whom I can talk about my problems' .
Another major plank of the reform program concerned participation .

There is a strong sense of participation in the school, and we will

Inside classrooms, we find a curious mixture of the new social order
and the old traditional ways of teaching .

About 30% of

students either agreed, or were undecided that 'it is difficult for
me to get to know my sub-school head' .

On the surface,

The
Some

Most sub-schools have

explore this in greater depth in part 4 .2 .

In part 4 .3 we will look

at the usually devisive sub-schooling issue of faculties versus sub-schools
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and in the final part, 4 .5, we summarise the staff's perceptions of the
advantages, disadvantages and problem areas of sub-schooling Hamilton
style .
4 .2

A lot of mumbling, sighs of inevitability,

back to the tinkling of tea cups .

and

And that, you might think,would be

Not so .

Back at the grid, the players discovered that U .S .S .R . would have to

It started in Russ Martin's office . Russ and the sub-school heads were
playing the timetable game .

It's like a complicated combination of

chess, jigsaw puzzles and the stock exchange played on a huge, metalbacked grid hanging on the wall .

The players alternately sit and

think, move some of the hundreds of multicoloured markers about the
argue, smile (not often), consult wads of paper and

make frantic phone calls .
The latest

changes on the curriculum front wouldn't fit into place .

They kept

bumping into U .S .S .R . which occupied a prime piece of real estate on
the grid just after morning recess .

(U .S .S .R ., you will remember, is

Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading) .

The players huffed and they

puffed, but to no avail .

slot for U .S .S .R . . Seniors meetings

(once a week) consist of the admin

people, sub-school heads, subject seniors and half a dozen others who
are responsible for things like guidance, the library and so on, and
anyone else with a vested interest in particular agenda .

There was

some resistance-to moving U.S .S .R . but not enough to defeat the move .
The matter would be referred to general staff at morning tea next day .
Different answers came from different

people to this question) .

Two strong lobby groups formed .

Admin let it be known that they backed the 'a .m .'

lobby .

A move to the

end of the day, they argued, would be the thin end of the wedge in
destroying U.S .S .R . and they hinted that a p .m . decision would be vetoed .
This merely strengthened the resolve of the p .m . lobby .

Next morning

their spokesperson took his soap box to morning tea and delivered a

The battle lines were

drawn .
That day, Tulio Rubinich the English senior thought about the problem and
made a suggestion to Jim Tucker .
the timetable upside down' .

'Hopeless', said Jim.

'It would turn

Sometime later, Jim became aware of some-

thing gnawing in the back of his mind .

'Turn it upside down!' .

Jim

Lo and behold, with a bit of retuning, it would solve all the problems
and leave U .S .S .R . where it was .
Next day, at morning tea, Russ introduced Jim as the man with the flash
of brilliance

(loud cheers above the tea cup noises) .

Jim was perched

on a chair with a simplified small version of the timetable grid .

He

looked a bit like Moses with a technicolOur version of the tables

of

the law .

Jim turned it upside down .

(More cheering) .

more or less solved and everyone was more or less happy .

The problem was
Some, in

fact, were very relieved indeed .

Almost everyone comes to morning tea in the main staffroom at Hamilton .
This is the forum for daily admin announcements,

school heads or anyone else who has a message to pass on .

sub-

It is also a

mini Hyde Park, a Bring-Your-Own-Soapbox kind of place as we shall see
later .

The event just described had many of the elements and characteristics

that distinguish Hamilton's brand of staff participation in decision-

making .

The first thing to surprise someone used to clear statements

about power relationships and procedures in a participatioe system is
the lack of them at Hamilton .

Russ Martin took the floor and said that to make the timetable work,
they would have to move U .S .S .R . .

noon, and that was when the fun started .

rushed off to the big timetable and mentally turned it upside down .

So at the seniors meeting next day, they suggested changing the time-

(To inform them or to ask them?

shift to either first thing in the morning or last thing in the after-

weighty harangue backed by a one-page hand-out .

One day, during the case study, they had a new problem .

It is expected .

no coherent opposition .
the end of that .

Participation

grid, drink tea,

with few teachers understanding about timetables, there was naturally

Any objections?

Put this way, and
4
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Frank Usher does not believe in democracy in the sense of one vote one
value in a school situation and he does not believe in the idea of a
principal entirely abdicating his power to a formalised system of
decision making .

He prefers to decide, for a given issue, what the

decision making process will be .
himself .

Sometimes he will make the decision

Sometimes he will give it to a committee, sometimes to a

general staff vote .

Sometimes he will just give it some rope .

result is, as one teacher put it,

The

'there are no two decisions in this

school made in quite the same way .'
There are some constants .
of elected teachers

For instance, the Finance Committee composed

(not necessarily seniors)

and the bursar makes all

the decisions about allocations of money within the school .
of the rest of it, however,

there are no

For most

clear-cut rules of procedure .

Apart from the advantage of tailoring a process to suit an event, the
lack of clarity in power relationships can blunt problems between
subject seniors and sub-schools .

Many of the seniors would like clear

statements about control on curriculum matters .
go to arbitration .

As it is, disputes

strong enough to mount your own or someone else's soap box or be
content to take what comes.

This is not only true on across-school

. Very
issues but also, to a lesser extent, at the sub-school level
decisions
takes
place
often the intense lobbying prior to changes or
in informal situations .

Here is a female point of view :

(VeU, a tat 06 the hack work iz done down at the pub, you can 6ind
out so much about the thinking and 6eeking o6 the sta66 down these .
In the eakty days moat o6 the initueneiat people would be there with

the converbation about phitoaophy and teaching . Theze days it has
degenerated a bit, but there is bti.U activity there . 06 couue, the
pub tends to be a mate dominated set up and it ih not ao easy Eon
6ematez to be a pant o6 it .

through with minimum
It also leads to important decisions being swept
discussion in the formal venue on the basis of the pre-meeting
politics and lobbying .
3 .5

is a good example .)

(The curriculum decision in omega described in
This can lead to cynicism on the part of

described
teachers and one of our more down-to-earth respondents
it like this :

Such a system depends heavily on a clear statement beforehand as to
how a decision will be made so that people know where they stand.

the U .S .S .R . decision this did not seem to be the case, but Frank

Usher was away on long service leave at the time .
reflection on his '-uties .

In

This is not a

Rather, it highlights the dependence

of a flexible system on the personality of the chief, and the severe
problems_faced by those who deputise or follow .

Another characteristic of the Hamilton approach to participation is
its essentially political nature .

his writings and in talks with us .

Frank Usher has used the word in
For instance :

16 a teacher huvvz Eon ebeetion (aa sub-schoot head) hi,6 etectonate
iz sitting there in the ata66 room . He has the incentive to put

the but hoot 6onwoAd, to pAoject himset6 to the ata66 ah a potitician
does, and this i bene4ieiat .
It goes beyond elections to most aspects of participation .
little or no help to the faint hearted at Hamilton .

There is

You have to be

I think it (po&tieipation) is a bit o6 a myth neaUy . Yea, the
deeizion iz made in theory by everyone but it's a bit tike in the
unions, the heavies oak ban a show o6 hands and thene'a a snow

Un tike the tocat red cAoaa meeting where the woman
with the biggest boobs and toudat voice usuatty wins .
baUing e66eat .

to be seen as
By finishing on that note, we do not intend the comment
problems
.
The
systems
have
their
All participative
a summary.

to come to
observations for the case study were not intensive enough
energetic and
strong conclusions, but the predominant feeling was of an
confident staff who showed few of the symptoms of powerlessness .

sub-schooling
We asked Frank Usher about the relationship between
Yes, said
Is it a necessary one?
and participative decision making .
Frank.

neeationzhipz in mind,
16 a sub-achoot system is devised with -improved

i6 it

i.6 going to operate with teacheu '

concern and sen,6itivity to
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individuot students, then teachers have a tot added to theih toad .
It add to evehything they do, so that they must beet committed and
this can only happen i6 they ate participating in decisions helping

to shape change, and ib they have tespo"ibi,tity . EquaPty important
is that ib teacheh3 are to theat students as people o6 worth then
they themseCves must be treated as people ob worth .
The problems ob a sub-school system require cheative sotut%ons and it
is important to capitati6e on art the Latent powetcs and cneative -ideas
In a situation ob dependence, this is suppressed . I
in teachehs .
don't think many teachers would do the extra in a hietanchic set-up .
Student and parent participation are other matters .

In 1978 Frank

Usher said the following :

vigorous and continuous and white there is some cause Got 6atisbacti.on, i t is a tong hand stluaggte .

same again.

in 1981, we suspect that Frank would say much the

What part do parents play?

In 1981, there are usually

two or three parents a day in and out of each sub-school office,
paying money, seeking information,

helping solve problems .

As Norm

and
Hyde said, if they turn up, they know they will be listened to
well
be
in
the
plus,
and
it
may
That's a big
there will be action .
most important category .

Parents are on the various curriculum

committees but there is no school council .

For specific purposes, such

up in
as collecting reports and to talk about their kids, parents turn
strength .
It was put to us by some teachers that too much parental
involvement,
involvement through the pocket may inhibit other kinds of
and this may be one factor .

Thehe's a ta66te going on, the ethnic 6estivak, the kid ate going on
excursions - ati' the time dipping into theih pockets so they ptobabty
think, "I'm going to keep away 6tom that pkaee of I'tt get hit again" .
Frank Usher again :

A useful way of analysing student participation or decision making is
under three headings, or three 'domains' :

the personal-expressive

domain, the curriculum domain, and the school or sub-school organisational domain .

It is usual to equate student participation to the

organisational domain, which is unfortunate because it is likely that
for the large majority of students, this is the least important of the
three .

For most students, the personal-expressive is the most import-

ant and we have indicated elsewhere in the case study that Hamilton
students are strong in this area .
At the curriculum level, student participation and decision making is

The capacities o6 parents and students have hohdty been,tapped in the
decision making places, a matteh which is receiving attention . The
attempt to involve patents in the ti6e ob the school has been 6ainty

Three years later,

To bay that we have estabPi6hed a ttadition o6 deep and tasting patentat
pantneuhip would be to push it too Ooh . This remains a goat to be
achieved .

largely restricted to choosing among options in years 9 and 10, and

choosing between courses, and within courses, among options at year 11 .
Having chosen, the teacher directs.
the item

Only 3% of students disagree with

'the teachers decide . what work the students will do' in the

questionnaire (Appendix 1) .
Student participation at the school level does not occur through formal,
standing committees .

There used to be a student council but this became

preoccupied with raising money and conducting social events and it was
disbanded .

There is ad hoc participation on curriculum committees when

a student perspective is invited .

We have reported that the students we

interviewed believed, on the basis of experience, that they could influence and change things on occasions,

although discussion and action of

this kind in councils and tutorials is rare .
occasion when they did not fare too well .

There was one important

When Stuart Riddell was

defeated as sub-school head, the students of his school were most upset
about it .

There was a petition and a strike but they were given their

marching orders by admin .

The students we spoke to about the incident

admitted that there was a 'ratbag'

element about the strike but they

were adamant that the majority were sincere about the issue .
By and large,

the students are content .

They are generally treated well,

they speak their minds without much inhibition and they have a strong
sense of freedom and responsibility and under these circumstances, they
are unlikely to be making the pace on involvement at the organisational
level,

or responding much to attempts to involve them .
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4 .3

tea
they oAe aU eentAed, and we geneAaUy btit together 6oA morning
.
But
6oeu6zed
in
one
area
in the main zta66 room . They tend to be
they reatty get to know the kidz in theiA hub-sehoot and have

Faculties and Sub-schools
The usual organisational building block of a high school is the

subject or faculty team comprised of one or more seniors and the
teachers who teach the subject .

All the teachers who come to

Hamilton are at least familiar and most are used to this system,

particularly the seniors .

At Hamilton they find something different .

Sub-schools are the major organisational unit and the faculties have
a lower profile .

There are potential problems here .

problems of divided energies and divided loyalties .

There may be

If all the energy
goes into sub-schools, there may be weaknesses in subject teaching .
If it all goes into the faculties, then the sub-schools can lose their
meaning .

There may be problems associated with the relatively

discrete staffing of sub-schools .

If there is only one drama teacher

in the school does he or she stay in one sub-school, or teach across
them all? There may be problems of role definition for senior staff.

This section draws on interview data with Hamilton teachers and aims
to illuminate the problem areas .
Jan Walker is deputy head of Omega and her subject is science .
has her own desk, as do all science staff,
roc . .

What is her first priority?

Jan

in the science centre staff

Where is her main home?

That'h an inteAuting que,,tion aetuatty . First o6 ati I aee myzet6
az a teaeheA . Un6ontunatety, Omega z at the nontheAn end
o6 the achoot and the acience depaAtment is at the zouthenn end .
There eouZd be Omega kida on parents tooking boa me or I might want
to zee Bi,tt Mann about something, ao 16uppoze 'home' .is the Omega
o66ice and I spend more o6 my time there .
Russ Martin, when not acting as deputy principal is the physical
education senior .

How do sub-schools affect his faculty?

I think it makes the job easiet . We allocate a mate and 6emate P .E .
teacher to each zub-schoot and they have more re6ponzib.i,P,ity and
chance to organise thu.nga 6oA themzetveh .
It b4ings the but out o6
the P .E . sta66 . They have to work harder . We stitt keep the

advantages o6 a 6acutty thAough contact in the P .E . ata66 boom where

continuity 6rom yeoA to yeah .

one of the junior
We asked the two physical education teachers from
sub-schools how they liked it .

Oh, ,i,t'a quite good . At 6iut it w'ab teaUy haAd but it would have
It'b going weU now .
been at any zehoot when you are ztanting .
Do you teach only kids from your sub-school?

yes .

you get to know them teaUy wett .

Do you get to feel a part of your sub-school?

and you meet
Oh yu, very much . I go down to the o66ice quite a bit
them there, we have a meeting evelty 6oAtnight and I go out zoeiaUy
with home o6 them .
English senior three years
When Tulio Rubinich joined Hamilton as
English
faculty didn't really
ago, he got the feeling that the

where
Since then he has worked to set up a faculty centre
This was to overcome the isolation
every English teacher has a desk .
the less experienced
of teachers in the sub-schools, to support
Tulio does not think
teachers and to save duplication of materials .
sub-schools .
that this has weakened commitment to
exist .

work
There. was no aAea in the zub-schoot where they coupd sit and
and
this
was
sta66
room
anyway, so they would gAavitate to the main
a ptaee to work .
It has
di.stAacti.ng . They weAe tost. Now they have
rezu-t in
not taken anything away 6rom the zub-sehoot and it 6houtd
better Engtizh teaching .
senior .
Peter Mallabone is the social studies
affect him?

How do sub-schools
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1 think
I enjoy the dub-aehoot system and live veJcy weft with it .
Any demon coming in wound be disappointed

the Hamilton core subject seniors experience any loss of power on

at having a 6acutty meeting only once a 6ottnight .

seniors :

it takes time to adju6t .

account of sub-schools?

I've been here a

numbeA o6 yeau and have become accustorned to the system and the
division ob tesponsibiLities but I admit when I 6iut came 6tom a

Fnankty, it doesn't conceAn me at att .

tAad.itionat set up I did beet dome con6tict and it wasn't until I
decided to bind my new note and chance the emphasis o6 what I wound
do, that the con6tict in rote and tesponsibdtity wad resolved .

Here are three quotations from Hamilton

I have got poweA in the

school i6 I need it . I can tack people into things .
beet an eAohion o6 poweA .

A6tm

But I don't

you have been here Got a white you botget the initial di66ieuEly .
When I at4i.ved three wad a tot o6 mention about the itt betting
between dame senioa mazten6 (not the cuA ent ones) about them

Manual arts senior Tony Brown experienced difficulties when he joined

empiAeu being deatAoyed by the dub-dchoots, they didn't have as

Hamilton .

much day in things ad they dhoutd have but I have experienced none
My 6iAJ,t imphessions weAe that it nab rather, chaotic .
dta66 weAen't as close a group as uhuat .

The manual arts

ob that .

They had divided toyatties

between theth subject and theiA dub-sehoot .

The main prtobtem wad and

I have got on pretty weU with art the dub-dehoot heads .

Some time back, <t was ecutomar.y bon sub-schootz to make decvsions

1ti,U i,z that someone who is a dpeciati6t (day in eieetAonica) tb

and pteaent them to seniors ab a bait accompli, but mope o6ten now,

con6ined to hls sub-dchoot, and students in the otheu do not have the

the heady invite tetevant seniors to the meetings to state th&A

beneW o6 his expehtise . To me that i6 a setiou disadvantage to
students . Thi occurs in a numbeA o6 oAeab in manuat rusts .

cone .

It aad paAtty our 6autt l in the past bon not setting up

adequate 1tAuctuAes bor communication .

Graeme Fletcher, the maths senior was one who suffered shock on
arrival but who has since made changes and adjusted to the system :
Problems do exist, but as Frank Usher pointed out, there are antidotes .

When I applied Got the ptomotion job heAe, it was just anotheA school

It is important that subject teaching is strong and Frank does not see

on a List o6 echoots to me . I knew atmobt nothing except that it was
the 6unay place wheAe they had sub-dehooQs .
I came heA e ban a visit

the move by the English faculty as the thin end of a wedge that could

be6ote the end o6 the yeoA .

maintain the balance by reinforcing the importance of sub-schools in

time .

maths .

weaken sub-schools .

I come bon a whore day and tebt at ,`unch

I was so disp,iAited, do compteteiy disenchanted panticuZaAty in

As principal,

he can monitor the situation and

other ways, particularly in the matter of arbitration of problems

ThvLe was the tact that homogeneous etasaea weAe browned on,

which arise between faculties and sub-schools .

but three was a way aAound it via the back door in each sub-school,
and three was just the sheen volume ob compti.cated otganisationat
things . Ad I said, I went home at tuneh time .

4 .4

Curriculum Conundrums
Curriculum :

We have seen from the incident described in part 3 .5 that the option

learning .

The content and process of classroom teaching and
Conundrum :

subject seniors in Western Australia do not have the same department-

'conundrums'

based weight behind them that the core subject seniors enjoy and that

days .

they are more vulnerable in a power struggle with a sub-school .

Do

a riddle or hard question .

Actually, writing

after the word curriculum is almost a redundancy these
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A teacher of the early '80's reported this :
Back

in 1971, Frank Usher was hoping that teaching methods would

change as a consequence of the gradual implementation of the package
of change .

He was hoping for mixed ability groups, increased attention

to individual differences, more small-group work and more relevance,
particularly for disadvantaged students .
The Williams case study of 1976 revealed what most people at Hamilton

The sub-schoot has some tatitude but not much autonomy in cwvuicutum .
It is subject to a network o6 in62uenee and control including set
contents and times in epecibied cone subjects and not teast the subject
euperintendent6 who come around assessing the rquatity o6 teaching and
pat a kl ttZe numbeh next to your name.

really knew, namely that although pastoral care had increased and

Apart from subject superintendents, there is the continuing outside

improved through sub-schools,

control of core curriculum content and, at the end of Year

there was little difference

to be

observed in the classrooms .

Secondary Education Certificate .

10, the

Both of these strongly reinforce

the tendency for teachers to prefer set or streamed classes.
One of the reactions to this was the appointment of Don Pugh as
curriculum co-ordinator .

Don's first job was to conduct a needs

assessment through survey of staff, students and parents to discover
the major curriculum needs within the school .
for future development .

This would form a basis

What it did was to reveal differences in

priorities between staff, students and parents which were difficult to
resolve .

Some

initiatives did follow, the most notable of which was

the introduction of U.S .S .R . .

The conundrums, however, remained .

Reasons are not hard to find .

The first set are rooted in the state

system .

In the early 70's, it appeared to the Hamilton innovators

that there was likely to be a liberalisation of curriculum, a move
to more school-based curriculum development, but it never really
eventuated .
A teacher- of the early 70's reported this :

We had trouble with 6upeAintendents . One bloke, a maths superintendent, re6used to put two teachers on permanent sta66 and got
stuck into them because they didn't teach the way he thought they
should . Yet, the teachers were doing their damndest to do what Frank
wanted and in our opinion they weAe doing a pretty good job . Can
you imagine the e66ect that had? He didn't go and see Frank 6iut.
He just wanted a 'sit up and shut up' maths lesson, which they
weeen't doting, so he cut the ground 6nom underneath u6 just Uke
that .

One of the seniors expressed some of the concerns and dilemmas of
ability setting this way :

My approach to homogeneous ox hetwgeneous teaching is determined
by two things . One is the concehn 6or students and the other is
eoneeAn ban teachers . Fan students I have mixed 6eetinga . I think
o6 the bad e66eets o6 low ability kids in the one etas6 . Then I
think it is bad to have the vehy top kids and the toweh end o6 the
bottom hat6 togetheh . They have nothing in common .
For teaehehs, 1 am committeed to homogeneous teaching simpty because
I see some teachers 6toundeh in a mixed ability situation and the
best way to hetp them is to re6txd et the range . Obviou/ky this is
not the teachers' 6au2t. The extra 6tAe66 on teachers these days
is immense . Where do they get the time to kearn atternative
6tnategies?
We will end with a brief account of progress with respect to the
original targets of curriculum reform .

Over the ten years, there

have been modifications and changes in the option subjects which
have been quite pleasing, and the range of courses and options in
Upper school has considerably increased .

Second, the introduction of

a one-hour period in place of the old 40 minutes has, in some
peoples' view, forced teachers to use different
An hour

is a long time at the blackboard .

teaching techniques .

Third, the employment of

Don Pugh has provided a focus and an incentive, particularly in the
development of new resource materials and programs and an improved
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approaches to student assessment .

Unfortunately,

1982 and Don will no longer be there .

the money stops in

Frank Usher is

hopeful of

filling the gap from within the school ranks .
4 .5

A Roundup of Issues, Advantages, Disadvantages .

Staff Perceptions

competition between sub-schools ; and (possibly from respondents who
reduced student

alienation as evidenced by less vandalism, absenteeism and other
indicators .

"If you believe, on the basis of your experience at Hamilton, that
there are important advantages in sub-schooling, please summarise
And the same for important disadvantages .

Thirty-nine teachers responded and the total number of

Perceived Disadvantages
The largest category of disadvantages (ten respondents, 26%) was

'advantage'

points made exceeded disadvantages by about two to one, but we don't
know the weighting .

logistical inefficiencies of sub-schooling .

Mentioned here was the

limiting of teacher expertise to one or two sub-schools,

duplication

of effort and resources, particularly in option subjects, where the
same option is run in all sub-schools with relatively small student
numbers .

Perceived advantages
Thirty of the respondents (77%)

talked about the benefits of increased

contact with a smaller number of students .

Benefits identified

included an increase in mutual understanding, closer rapport and
improved relationships between teachers and students .
mentioned increased stability of contacts from year

Six

of improved pastoral care, a more personalised approach to students'
problems in the behavioural and academic contexts .

An increased

sense of belonging for students and for teachers was frequently cited
as a result of the smaller community .

(Only two respondents mentioned

improvement in parent involvement .)
(22% of respondents)

The next most frequently cited disadvantage

(218 of respondents)

that of restricted teacher access across the 7-12 year levels .

was
Two

points emerged, one concerning the promotion requirements of teaching
at upper level and the other concerning the reduced interest level for
teachers confined to either junior or upper levels .

to year .

Twenty-one respondents (59$) saw the benefits of the above in terms

Eight respondents (20%) mentioned problems to do with the increased
complexibility of timetabling and the consequences for the junior
schools of the Upper school timetable and teaching requirements .
Six respondents mentioned problems associated with losing contact
w ith the school beyond the sub-school .

Included here was the problems

for teachers in dealing with discipline issues with students from
reported that teachers and/or

students have increased responsibility and autonomy, an increased
sense of participation and,

increased possibility for diversity within the whole school ; friendly
had experienced Hamilton prior to sub-schools)

invited responses thus :

Nine teachers

tunity for teachers of different subjects to co-operate on curriculum
matters and better understand each other's subject requirements ;

The teacher questionnaire included an open-ended section which

them here :"

Advantages mentioned by two or three respondents included the oppor-

for teachers, increased opportunity for

professional development, on account of sub-schools .
The size of the sub-schools enabled increased flexibility (for

Despite all the talk we had heard about the issue

instance

of ability setting,

only five respondents (13%) mentioned the reduced opportunity for
setting in a sub-school system .

for arranging excursions) and increased opportunity for trying new
ideas, according to eight respondents (20%) .

other sub-schools .

'The top academic students don't get

together until year 11' was another related comment .
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Three problems attracted three respondents each .
a weakened whole-school spirit or

One was to do with

identity ; another was the problems

that arise between faculties and sub-schools ; and the third was the
incompatability of the department's staffing procedures with the
philosophical requirements of the school which results in some
teachers being uncommitted or even anti .
We have seen in part 4 .1 that the staff are strongly in favour of
the sub-school system .

(Only 88 would like to revert to a whole

school system) so it is clear that for the greater majority the
advantages listed above outweigh the disadvantages .
From the bundles of interview transcripts, we present four snippets
to end with .

issues
Three are btiP,l a numbeh o6
in my mind .

Two %state to

depattynentat potieies and practices i .e . those o6 sta66ing and
ptamotion .

By the nature o6 these potieia we are saddted with a

number o6 inappnoptiate of uncommitted teachers .
me with three concomitant inteenai pnobtems .

The 6act teavez

These are, 6iest,

in the junior dehooa a hew peopte who would tike to stream the
whore school . The second is the numbee o6 teaehe)rs who would
pre6ee to teach aeeoss sub-schools white I am trying to achieve
sets-contained sub-schools, working towards separate timetables and
eare6ut diversity .

The third is the numbee o6 teaeheu who want to

teach in Uppee achoot .

(Frank Usher)

Oh, I'm mote than satis6ied with ptogtezs .

I'm convinced that what

we are doing is might Got the kids and Got the teaehehs . We treat
students as individuat5 . We do know them . We've got a tong way to

go, there cute a tot o6 areas we have hardly touched yet such as nonspeciatisation o6 teachers - getting peopte to teach more than one
That is cAiticai Got a sehoot tike this . I think the gains
we have made with tow aehieveu have not been commensurate with the
aeea .

great dent o6 e66ott we have put in .
(Sub-school head)

When I 6irst came, I was very keen
Then I was quickty dds .iUusioned . Then

I have been .through .three stages .

on the idea o6 sub-schools .
I mettowed to it quite a bit and saw that .there was a tot
o6 good in
it, partieutahty in tekms o6 tetation6hipz . Now I am entering a
6ouAth stage where I am not so sure . I work a tot with the year 12
students and know them quite weft, and they seem to have missed out
aomewhehe . I just don't know any mote .
(Subject senior)

I think its highty succeas6ut in its tetationahip with the students .
It's a happy ptace to be .in . But I can see it waning a bit now and I
think what we need is a tot o6 enthusiastic peopte again to push it
on to the next paint .
I think theh .e is a state-wide apathy among
teaeheu at the moment and we have a skate o6 that too .
(Sub-school head)
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Strongly
agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

I am very happy in this sub-school .

29%

54%

11%

4%

3%

Students and teachers get on very well
here .

17%

41%

22%

10%

11%

Students here get on very well with each
other .

19%

42%

27%

8%

4%

The teachers in this sub-school do not trust me
a lot .

9%

9%

26%

38%

18%

It is difficult for me to get to know my subschool head .

5%

11%

12%

45%

27%

I am able to be successful in this sub-school .

15%

52%

25%

5%

3%

The teachers here are not very interested in me
as a person .

12%

17%

24%

35%

13°%

There is always an adult here with whom I can
talk about my problems .

14%

37%

22%

16%

11%

This sub-school is quite a pleasant place to work
in .

16%

58%

14%

9 °%

4%

51%

31%

STUDENTS'

RESPONSES .

HAMILTON

I am pleased that I came to this sub-school rather
than to another one .

I

I

10%

I

2%

Strongly
disagree

I

5%

~~n xw` v wn zvrrv.wvYYV~M~:Y~c YnVYVazMY ~erzJVYVZ~wYIrriYV[JCY7rNVrJVVIY/IJCXJfMMYMJInAIrYYV~/VYYXX XXRJKXX]r1rVXYlJ~M/XYYVY~Y7V~/YXXY1lXVY7~

STUDENTS' RESPONSES .

Strongly
agree

HAMILTON

I feel lonely quite often in this sub-school .

Agree

Undecided

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

6%

7%

4%

44%

39%

12%

20%

16%

35%

17%

3%

4%

16%

58%

19%

50%

36%

5%

6%

3%

6%

5%

5%

22%

62%

The teachers spend most of their time helping the
brainy kids .

25%

18%

15%

32%

11%

The subjects I do here will not be much good to
me after I leave school .

11%

12%

17%

41%

20%

9%

33%

20%

26%

13a

24%

27%

9%

It is pretty boring here most of the time .
f

There are too many children in this sub-school for
my liking .
If I was running this school I would keep the
sub-schools rather than have one big school .
I would rather do away with sub-schools and just
have one big school .

We have lots of opportunity to do things other than
ordinary lessons .
Study and other activities often take place
outside the school buildings .

STUDENTS' RESPONSES .

HAMILTON .

I

13%

Strongly
agree

I

28%

Agree

I

Undecided

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Teachers here make us work hard .

13%

40%

25%

17%

4%

Students here are expected to work at the same
pace as others in their class.

17%

34 °s

17%

22%

12%

5%

27%

22%

41%

5%

30%

60%

8%

3%

0%

I am not able to use my initiative much here .

4%

15%

30%

39%

13%

Students here have a lot of say in how the
sub-school runs .

5%

22%

21%

32%

21%

I am able to choose what I want to learn in this
sub-school .

5%

35%

14%

30%

Different students in my class are often working
on different things .
The teachers decide what work the students will
do .
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